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ENZA HOME BOOK /
FOR THE MOST BEAUTIFUL HOMES
EDITORIAL 2021
Our lives have been transformed in a significant extent recently. The pandemic time, which
has impacted us worldwide, has taken each of us to a new level of awareness of nature, the
environment in which we live and, most importantly, of our values. Our relationship with our
homes, where we had to spend more time with restrictions and prohibitions in the social
they have become the center of our job, education and social gatherings, in short, the
center of our whole lives.
In addition to comfort, form and functionality in the decoration area, we have entered into
a process where we have a much better understanding of the importance of spaces
designed with sustainable materials, aiming for versatile uses in line with the new living
conditions that we are in.
Pointing to expanding living spaces and bringing them as close to nature as possible, our
'new normal' now invites us to establish emotional relationships with designs that have
become an indispensable part of our daily lives. Accordingly, we have designed the life

Enza Home's long-lasting designs to create serene spaces that give peace of mind in the
new season appeal to our inner worlds and bring us closer to our essence, as well as
functional decoration elements with increased comfort emphasize the feeling of relaxation
elegant dynamism of geometric forms creates fictions that attract attention with a
mathematical sense of rhythm. Innovative concepts of Enza Home world, where natural
material associations that give their soul to designs bring to life peaceful places that we will
enjoy spending time with, are waiting for you in the pages of the Enza Home Book.
We hope that these conditions which are challenging for us both physically and spiritually,
will carry us to happier and better days where we live in harmony with nature and have our
high values of humanity...
Yataş Group
Corporate Communications Director
Selmin Gündoğdu
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Yatas Home Textile Collection

MERIDA Living Room, which brings a contemporary
interpretation to the classic decoration line.

ARMCHAIRS

comes to life in spaces
with summer colours inspired by the nature.
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BEST
SELLER

COFFEE
TABLES

Ground Aesthetics
CARPET COLLECTION, which
brings quality and aesthetics together,
combines the strong style codes of the
past to the venues of the future after
the pioneering decoration trends.

VIENNA SERIES

164
The Light of the Future

218
DORIAN SERIES

Today's lighting designs, which
take the decisive effect of light in
living spaces to the next level with
their creative forms, offer unlimited
selections for different areas.

With its outstanding design
and functional features,
Dorian Bedroom creates
stylized spaces.

260
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ENZA HOME BOOK / NEWS

WHAT’S

NEW
with

ENZA HOME

2021 TEXTURE

ACTIVATION OF THE SENSES
Creating impressive setups in the new season with a unique harmony, strong
textures give life to an experience that stimulates the senses in living spaces with
the innovative design approach of Enza Home. The combination of colour and
texture, characterized by modern touches, reflects a new future-oriented decoration
approach. Standing out with its refined colour and fabric combination, Valdera Living
Room represents the perfect example of new season designs enriched with textures.

Everything
for your home is at Enza!
Requests do not end but
opportunities can be missed!
Yataş Group, one of the most powerful brands in the furniture,
mattress and home textile sector with its concept brands Enza
Home and Yataş Bedding, offers franchising opportunities all
over the world for its concept stores. For more information;
export@yatas.com.tr

Continuing to change your life with its innovative
and functional designs, ENZA HOME renews your
home in the light of new trends and technologies
not only with comfortable and stylish furniture, but
also with a wide range of products ranging from
decorative objects to lighting, sleep equipment
to home textiles. What’s left for you is to visit the
nearest ENZA HOME store.

ENZA: ANYWHERE WITH YOU!

You can download the Enza Home Book online
catalog for free; and easily browse all collections
from your mobile devices.
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VALDERA Living Room p. 122

2021
SURFACE

2021 TREND MAP

ORIGINAL
AND CREATIVE
SURFACES

SUSTAINABLE LIVING CONCEPTS
ON THE AXIS OF INCREASED COMFORT

Touches of surface designs that
activate our visual perceptions
under the leadership of different
forms of wood and metal create
natural and modern setups that
emphasize the sense of belonging
in the new collections of Enza Home.
With an original and creative touch
by the use of multiple materials,
Dorian Dining Room reveals the
strong visual effect of surfaces with
a contemporary approach.

DORIAN Living Room p. 88

Combining the long-lasting materials
of nature with a powerful and luxurious
aesthetics in a modern and versatile
decoration concept, the new season
setups put their signature under
sustainable living concepts for the
future. Emotional, comfortable and
visually enriched designs redefine the
concept of home.
Encouraging us to reconnect with our
roots by writing a meaningful story from
the past to the future with a rhythmic
harmony and impressive colour palettes,
Enza Home 2021 collections invite us
to a multi dimensional decoration
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DORIAN Dining Room p.82

experience with high-quality material
selections. Precious fabrics are creating
sophisticated touches by meeting
elegant pleats, while sharp geometric
patterns bring a perfect sense of rhythm
to living spaces. The timeless elegance
of wooden surfaces gives life to designs
that gain value as they are used with
the original touches of craftsmanship.
Colour combinations that stimulate
the senses turn into an effective
expression of nature's unique beauty.
Enza Home offers natural, spacious and
eye-catching decoration designs in the
new season with uniquely innovative
design approach.
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Luxury of
Sophisticated Curves
Throughout the history of civilization, pleats, which bring together precious
fabrics with an elegant aesthetic, have found a place in a wide area from
architecture to interior designs in recent years. Inspired by origami art,
which is an important part of Japanese culture, this trend brings together
original materials and different folding practices, reminding us once again
the strong and timeless effect of surfaces on decoration.
With many different design elements such as wood, metal, paper and
luxury fabrics, the folds and pleats that add a unique elegance to living
spaces redefine the spaces with the master touches of the ancient
craftsmanship tradition. Curves and pleats that accompany new life
concepts that point to a return to roots by simplifying with a
contemporary elegance bring to life the sophisticated setups shaped by
modernism in the new collections of Enza Home.

VIENNA TV Unit p. 42

DORIAN

ENZA HOME BOOK / TREND MAP

Dressing Table
Dorian Dressing Table
emphasizes the harmony
of rich materials inspired
by nature, with gold
and matt grey details
accompanying the
use of parquetlooking wood
surfaces.
p. 306

The Rhythm
of Aesthetics
The original decorative effect of geometric
forms, which inspires living spaces, becomes
the center of decoration with stylish and
dynamic touches in the new season.
Reflecting the hidden aesthetics of nature in
details, Symmetrical patterns that point to the
mathematical rhythm that constitutes the
essence of the design, bring creative style
codes into spaces.

ART

Coffee Table
Enza-special 6 different
colour pattern alternatives,
easy to clean glossy glass
surface, metal legs.
p. 222

These elegant reflections, complementing the
modern decoration styles, which has the
integrity of the body and mind, create striking
setups with a sense of rhythm in the details
with the serenity of repeating patterns.

ORNELLA

POISE

Ornella Carpet, which adds
an unusual elegance to the
decoration with its stylish
and authentic patterns,
complements its design with
a serene colour harmony.
p. 167

The Poise Floor Lamp, which
combines its simple design with
two-headed functional usage
advantages, creates a modern
effect that draws attention with its
style in living spaces.
p. 115

Carpet

https://we.tl/t-Zsw0lodhOc

Floor Lamp

VALENTE

Dressing Table
Adding an elegant interpretation to its
natural wooden look with its geometric
bronze mirrors and stylish handle
details, Valente Dressing Table
is a beautiful example of modern
decoration. p. 321

PRAGA

Bedframe
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RAUM Dining Room p. 92

With its simple lines and
eye-catching special details,
Praga Bedframe brings a unique
interpretation to contemporary
design. p. 286
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ENZA HOME BOOK / TREND MAP

Style Codes

of High
Comfort

Design elements aiming at high comfort take their place in all their glory in
contemporary decoration setups that focus on feeling good and belonging in living
spaces. Round forms, oversized plump shapes and wavy silhouettes bring the feeling
of comfort and renewal to the center of interior decoration without compromising
aesthetic needs.
This new decoration concept, which is characterized by furniture designs with
increased comfort and multi-layered throw pillow applications, gives life to spaces
that emphasize a fluid calmness that makes us happy to experience by meeting with
natural colour transitions which have undeniable calming effect.
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MAISON Living Room p. 118
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ENZA HOME BOOK / TREND MAP

Enhanced

Comfort

BRERA

MAISON

Sofabed with
Storage

Armchair (Swivel Leg)
p. 121

The Brera Living Room combines
function and aesthetics with a
double bed width of 150 cm.
p. 76

The comfort offered by the seats, which
represents the feeling of comfort, peace
and belonging in the house, increases to
the maximum with soft textures and wide
seating. In this new season, which we aim
to liberate by expanding the areas, the
calming colours merge with their
opponents to search for atmospheres that
touch the soul. Sharp design lines get
curvy, comfort-enhancing materials
combine with stylish designs.

MAYFAIR

Corner

Mayfair Corner Sofa Set, a stylish representative
of earth tones that creates a warm sense of
belonging in the space, is a perfect fit for living
areas with its modular structure. p. 238

VIENNA
Sofa

Vienna Living Room complements
its highly comfortable seating,
designed with the use of a
multilayer hybrid foam, with
goose feather filled throw pillows.
p. 44

DORIAN

Living Room

CARINO

Sofabed with Storage
Carino Living Room, which
has a modern decoration
with its elegant and
comfortable design, creates
stylish spaces.
p. 74
14

Dorian Living Room, in which a
design concept that targets
maximum comfort meets
modern and aesthetic touches,
gives life to a refined
decoration style. p. 88
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NAVONA
Sofa

The Peak
Of Blue

The peaceful style codes of the return to nature trend, which
has influenced the decoration in recent years and represents a
calm revolt against the busy city life, carry us to another
dimension of colours in the new season. Combining the perfect
combination of green and blue, the dominant colours of nature,
under a single touch, teal blue creates elegant and peaceful
spaces.
Exhibiting perfect harmony with many different decoration
styles with its sophisticated effect, this unique colour, which
makes strong emphasis on materials such as metal, glass and
wood gives life to impressive and dignified decorations.

Standing out with velvet and leather-like
fabric alternatives and striking colours,
Navona creates sophisticated details. p. 132

MERIDA
Sofa

Merida Living Room, which
stands out for its stylish velvet
fabric and ergonomic design,
adds a dynamic touch to the
decoration. p. 64

PIEDRA

Armchair

Bringing a modern and stylish
interpretation to Chester style, Piedra
Armchair brings Enza spirit to places
with its quilted details and ergonomic
and high comfortable seating
structure.
p. 56

LIBERTA
Carpet

Liberta Carpet, which combines
its high-quality texture with its
combination of grey and navy
colours, stands out with the
harmony of its abstract pattern.
p. 166

ELEGANTE
Sideborad

Elegante Sideboard,
which adds a sense
of experience to the
lean design line with
its manually painted
surface, reflects the
elegance of the past
with its retro style.
p. 136
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VIENNA Living Room p. 44
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VIENNA

CARINO

ENZA HOME BOOK / COLOUR

Coffee Table

Armchair

With its round form and
fabric-covered special
design, the Vienna Coffee
Table offers modern
elegance. p. 223

Carino Armchair brings
elegance to your living room
with its geometric-patterned
luxury fabric application,
minimal size and black wooden
legs which are compatible with
its design. p. 74

EXALTED SPACES

with Grey Projections
The grey tones, which are identified with the
urban decoration style that has gained value by
simplifying modernism, bring the stylish
reflections of the minimalist attitude to the new
season. Representing a refined aesthetic
understanding with its understated, unique
and stylish stance, the noble tones of grey
meet with the highly comfortable designs of
the season and create perfect spaces.

DORIAN
Bedframe

Dorian Bedframe emphasizes
refined aesthetics with metal
leg design with a headboard
which creates a calm and
strong effect in the space.
p. 260

The neutral reflections of grey, which allows
us to create striking colour contrasts when
desired with its calm energy, draw attention
with refined style that is glorified with metal
design touches.

APERTURE
Floor Lamp

Aperture Floor Lamp,
blending the modern
design style with
industrial finishes,
transforms into an
extraordinary detail
thanks to its glass
covered exclusive cap.
p. 114
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MAISON Living Room p. 118

ASTORIA

Sideboard

Astoria combines
modern design with
eye-catching details
with the combination of
mink grey lacquer and
gold metal.
p. 58
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ALESSA
Sofa

Alessa Living Room creates
timeless details with
button-form custom seams
used on her back and armrests.
p. 140

PIEDRA

Bedframe

Charm of Nature

With its simple and
modern style, Piedra
Bedframe reflects a
spacious and in-deep
design concept.
p. 266

The dominance of green, which has become
the symbol of our connection with nature in
decoration, continues with cool and calm
tones in the new season. While reinforcing
the feeling of comfort at home with its
peaceful energy, it creates fascinating
spaces with depth.
Inspired by the hazy charm of pine forests,
the cool nuances of green redefine the
spiritual energy of nature with modern
elegance by meeting creative design
touches.

GAZELLE

Floor Lamp
With its special pleat-looking
cap, the simle and elegant
GAZELLE lamp offers an
impressive atmosphere.
p. 114

COVE
Carpet

The Cove Carpet, woven with
100% natural wool and felted
with a special twisting
technique, brings natural
elegance to your home.

PIEDRA

Side Table
Lacquered 100% MDF,
2 colour alternatives in
side table, metal leg
design.
p. 224

GRAVITY PLUS
Armchair
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DORIAN Living Room p. 88

Having contemporary design lines, Gravity Plus
Armchair brings elegance to the center of your life
with its special seating cushions, rich fabric and
pillow applications that create an
extraordinary appearance. p. 98
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STAGE

Lighting

Warm Reflections
of Earth

Featuring a natural wood body
and modern metal head, Stage
Lightings add a natural and
refined air to your spaces.
p. 112

Reflecting the flawless beauty of
nature in all its glory, the
decoration setups redefine living
spaces with impressive colour
palettes in the new season.
Ranging from the calm and strong
earth tones of the earth to warm
and vibrant mustard colour
transitions, ochre designs create
fascinating spaces with
retro-modern style codes.

DORIAN

Coffee Table
Dorian Coffee Table adds
contemporary elegance to the
living space with a
marble-looking top table, gold
metal leg application and
lounge ottoman.
p. 223

ARTE

Armchair

Adding a distinguished touch to
every environment it is used in,
ochre tones transform living
spaces by meeting with natural
and rich textures as well as stylish
accessory alternatives.

RAUM

Bedframe
Reflecting the natural
walnut coloured surfaces
and the unique combination
of tan colour, Raum
Bedframe creates a warm,
peaceful and contemporary
ambience.
p. 262

Arte Armchair offers different fabric
alternatives and brings comfort and
aesthetics to your home.
p. 232

SONA

Footstool
Sona footstool, with its
footstool design in rectangular
form and quilting application
on the upper surface, attracts
attention with its wide colour
options. p. 318

CHELSEA
Sofa

Chelsea Sofa, which draws
attention with its
leather-looking fabric,
creates high comfort
areas with its special
quilted detail.
p. 156
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DORIAN Chair p. 84
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THE
NEWEST
2

1

1. MERIDA Armchair
Ergonomic design, geometric
patterns and swivel legs
2. DORIAN TV Unit
Combination of parquet looking
walnut wooden pattern, matt
gold and matt grey surface

3

4

2021 FORM

VISUAL REFLECTION
OF COMFORT
The new generation decoration trends shaped by sustainable designs stand
out with different forms that focus on the feeling of comfort in living spaces.
Enza Home designs, where functional features that facilitate daily life come
together with aesthetic and calming forms, turn into a visual reflection of
maximum comfort. Combining its modern style with the use of multi-layered
foam, GIORNO SOFA invites you to a contemporary comfort experience with
its round and cozy design.

3. GIORNO Corner
Maximum comfort with multilayer foam technology, USB
port on the coffee table
4. PIERO Lighting
Lean and stylish anthracite and
black head design, gold and
silver body alternatives
5. GIORNO Coffee Table
Marble-looking surface and
aesthetic black metal legs
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6. VALDERA 3-Seat Sofa
Linen textured fabric and
custom metal leg design with
different colour options
7. VIENNA Sideboard
Surfaces that stand out with
their aesthetic embroidery
and metal band applications
specific to Vienna, 2 different
colour alternatives
8. BLED Carpet
High quality weaving with a 10
mm pile length

7
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9. VIENNA Dining Table
In 2 different forms: oval and
round; 4 table alternatives with
glass and lacquered surface
options
10. DORIAN Bedframe
Special leather stitched
bedframe, base, headboard
alternatives accompanying
gold and matt grey colour
combination

9
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GIORNO Living Room p. 124
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FILE

of Feelings

Classic minimal lines of
modern decoration give life
to the decoration setups
appealing to emotions with
natural materials and
details that have a unique
story. The designs, which
refer to slowing down,
resting and renewal in the
fast and tiring flow of city
life, point to a sense of life
that emphasizes trust and
belonging with retro
references.
It creates an emotional
style in which natural
materials such as wood,
ceramic, brass and copper
are interpreted with soft
forms and calm colours,
the satisfaction of living
spaces manifests itself in
our relationships with
designs.

26
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ENZA HOME BOOK / FOLLOWING THE EMOTIONS

NEW

Luxury Touches of
Romanticism

Bronze colour
mirror design

Combining contemporary decoration style with
eye-catching design touches, Vienna Dining
Room blends feminine design with romantic
approach. While the surfaces that stand out
with their aesthetic dressing add a unique
touch to the design, exclusive metal tape
applications draw attention to the flawless
artisan details of the series. Showing itself in
the details, the rose-gold colour adds elegance
to soft form transitions.

Lacquered MDF
application

28
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1. VIENNA SIDEBOARD
Special design surface
handling application on
doors, rose-gold colour metal
band design, 2 drawers with
spoon holder function and 2
different colour alternatives
Sideboard
Sideboard mirror

ENZA HOME BOOK / FOLLOWING THE EMOTIONS

2. VIENNA TABLE
Fixed table (round)
Fixed table (round-glass)
Fixed table (oval)
Fixed table (oval-glass)
Vienna chair (wooden leg)
Vienna chair (metal leg)

OTHER
Highboard

NEW

1
2

2 different colour
alternatives powder and
burgundy

30

p. 38 for VIENNA BURGUNDY DINING ROOM
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ENZA HOME BOOK / FOLLOWING THE EMOTIONS

ENZA-SPECIAL SURFACES
NEW

Surfaces that stand out with their aesthetic engravings add
an original touch to the design, while VIENNA's special metal
band applications and marble-looking glass table draw
attention to the perfect workmanship of the series.

The highboard, which stands
out with its LED lightings and
special bottle shelves completes
the luxurious design details of
the series with functionality.

VIENNA Highboard - Burgundy

VIENNA Highboard - Powder
32
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DECORATIONS BECOMING FREE

ENZA HOME BOOK / FOLLOWING THE EMOTIONS

NEW

The VIENNA SERIES, with 4 different table options with
glass and lacquer surface alternatives in two different
forms, allows creating different visual setups according to
preference.

Glass and lacquer
surface alternatives

1

Dining Table
(Round)

VIENNA Chair
(Wooden Leg)

Dining Table
(Round - Glass Surface)

VIENNA Chair
(Metal Leg)

1. Dining Table (Oval - Glass Surface)
34
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NEW

1. VIENNA TV UNIT
Special design surface handling
application on covers, rose-gold
colour metal band design and 2
different colour alternatives

Enriching smooth form transitions with rose-gold metal ends, the
VIENNA TV UNIT brings timeless romantic touches to living spaces.
Exclusively designed surface dressing on the covers stands out as
a minimal and elegant detail. 2 different TV stand options offer a
refined look with its handle-free design.

VIENNA TV MODULES
a. TV unit (with storage)
b. Upper module
TV unit
2. VIENNA ARMCHAIR
Modern design, 2 different leg
alternatives: fixed and swivel leg
Armchair
Armchair (swivel leg)
3. VIENNA COFFEE TABLE
Fabric coated coffee table that
complements design, side table
options in 2 different colour and
height alternatives
Coffee table
Side table
Side table (high)

b

1

2

3
a

P. 42 for TV stand with
legs and burgundy colour
alternative
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NEW

1. VIENNA SIDEBOARD
Special design surface
handling application on
doors, rose-gold colour metal
band design, 2 drawers with
spoon holder function and 2
different colour alternatives
Sideboard
Sideboard mirror

1

Depth Takes Courage
The ambitious actors of sophisticated spaces with depth, combining
dark colours with complementary tones of balancing, reveal the most
impressive harmony of recent times. Drawing attention with its burgundy
colour, the VIENNA DINING ROOM reveals the most elegant form of
contemporary design.
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2. VIENNA TABLE
Fixed table (round)
Fixed table (round-glass)
Fixed table (oval)
Fixed table (oval-glass)
Vienna chair (wooden leg)
Vienna chair (metal leg)

NEW

FUNCTIONAL AESTHETICS
While enriching its flawless burgundy colour with eyecatching rose-gold stripes, the VIENNA DINING ROOM,
creates free spaces by offering many different dining table
and chair modules.

Glass and lacquered
surface alternatives

1

4 different table
alternatives

Dining Table
(Oval - Glass)

Round table alternative
with glass surface

Metal ve ahşap
olarak 2 farklı
sandalye alternatifi

Dining Table
(Round - Lacquered)
40
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UNLIMITED OPTIONS WITH VIENNA

ENZA HOME BOOK / FOLLOWING THE EMOTIONS
1.VIENNA TV UNIT
Special design surface
handling application on
covers, rose-gold colour
metal band design and 2
different colour alternatives
VIENNA TV MODULES
a. TV unit (with storage)
b. Upper module
TV unit

NEW

3. VIENNA COFFEE TABLE
Fabric coated coffee table that
complements design, side
table options in 2 different
colour and height alternatives
Coffee table
Side table
Side table (high)

2. VIENNA ARMCHAIR
Modern design, 2 different
leg alternatives: fixed and
swivel leg
Armchair
Armchair (swivel leg)

In the new season, designs with sharp boundaries that
impose stereotyped decoration rules on spaces are now
replaced by designs with visual richness that remove borders
with their functionality.

VIENNA TV Unit
The VIENNA TV UNIT, which meets today's decorative needs
with its modules with different designs, has been designed
to adapt to many different places and decorative styles.

2
VIENNA TV Unit (Storage)

1
3

The TV Unit, which can be chosen between footed or with
storage box version, enrichs your TV pleasure with its
visuality.

VIENNA TV UNIT - powder p.36
42
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NEW

Timeless Aesthetics
of Comfort
Reflecting the perfect harmony of comfort and
aesthetics, VIENNA LIVING ROOM transforms the
indispensable elements of modern decoration into
timeless aesthetics with its elegant design details.
Highly comfortable seating area designed with the
multi-layer hybrid foam completes the decorative
pillow applications that offer maximum comfort with
their goose down feather filling.

Pile pattern design
on the back

Metal Leg
application

44
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NEW
1. VIENNA SOFA
Maximum comfort
3-Seat Sofa with modem
design, special stitch details
and goose feather filling in
throw pillows
Armchair
Armchair (swivel leg)

Having wide choice of colours in its upholstery, VIENNA
LIVING ROOM redefines the concept of luxury in decoration
with its exclusive sewing details. It emphasizes the
functionality with swiving and fixed metal leg options, which
can be selected according to preference in the Armchair
module. Combining modern design details with a refined
look, Vienna creates stylish and sophisticated setups in
living spaces.

2. VIENNA COFFEE TABLE
Fabric coated coffee table that
complements design, side
table options in 2 different
colour and height alternatives
Coffee Table
Side Table
Side Table (high)

1

2
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NEW

3

1

2

VIENNA ARMCHAIRS emphasize functionality with
swivel or fixed metal leg options that can be selected
according to preference. Combining modern design
details with a refined look, the VIENNA SERIES creates
stylish and sophisticated setups in living spaces.

1. VIENNA SIDEBOARD; Special design surface handling application on doors, rose-gold color metal band design, 2 drawers
with spoon holder function and 2 different color alternatives 2. VIENNA ARMCHAIR; Patterned luxury fabric application,
minimal, fixed metal legs compatible with design 3. VIENNA ARMCHAIR W. SWIVEL LEG; Patterned luxury fabric application,
swiving metal legs compatible with design
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Timeless Elegancy
Reflecting a classic sense of elegance with its serene and elite details,
PIEDRA DINING ROOM brings an original and stylish approach to the modern
design concept. PIEDRA DINING ROOM creates an eye-catching effect with
its combination of beige, rose and marble patterns, and reveals its original
workmanship with its special rose colour leg design.

Marble pattern
surface, rose coloured
leg and handles
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1. PIEDRA SIDEBOARD
Beige - marble pattern and
rose colour combination,
aesthetic rose colour handles
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Sideboard Mirror (metal)

Representing a timeless and refined style, PIEDRA DINING ROOM gives a
new perspective to the decoration with its special marble-looking covers,
exclusive bright rose handles and Sideboard Mirror.

2. PIEDRA TABLE
Fixed Table - with
wooden legs
Extendable Table - with
wooden legs
Piedra Plus Chair
Piedra Chair
3. MARSILYA CARPET GREY
Cotton viscose blend with
shiny marble look

1

2

3
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ENZA HOME BOOK / FOLLOWING THE EMOTIONS
Boosting a simple and modern look
with elegant design details, PIEDRA
TV UNIT combines functionality
with a refined design approach.
Standing out with its special
marble-looking cover design,
the TV bench offers 2 different
alternatives as standing and
boxed, as well as indoor and open
storage. Emphasizing the stylish
metal finishes of the series, the
upper cabinet module perfectly
complements the whole design.

c

d

1. PIEDRA TV UNIT
Beige - marble pattern and
rose colour combination,
special design rose colour
handles.
a. TV Bench (with storage)
b. Side Module
c. Closed Cabinet
d. Open Shelf Cabinet

3. PIEDRA COFFEE TABLE
Lacquered 100% MDF
application, rose colour
metal legs
Coffee Table
Side Table

2. PIEDRA ARMCHAIR
Ergonomic and highly
comfortable seating

4. MARSILYA CARPET
Cotton viscose blend with
shiny marble look.

1

2

a
b

3

4
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Distinguished
Modern
Drawing attention with its
Chester design, which is
representative of timeless
elegance, PIEDRA LIVING
ROOM gives life to noble
and distinguished places. It
completes its curved lines with
quilted stitching applications
in walnut and beige colour
options with wooden high leg
design. PIEDRA LIVING ROOM
is a signature decoration that
blends traditional and modern
details with high comfort.

1

2

3
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1. PIEDRA SOFA
Original design, mattress
function, quilted details
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

2. PIEDRA COFFEE TABLE
Lacquered 100% MDF
application, rose colour
metal legs
Coffee Table
Side Table

3. MARSILYA CARPET
Cotton viscose blend with
shiny marble look
57
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1. ASTORIA SIDEBOARD
100% MDF grey lacquered surface,
gold metal colour combination
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
2. ASTORIA TABLE
Fixed Table - oval
Fixed Table
Extendable Table
Astoria Chair
3. ASTORIA COFFEE TABLE
Enza special 100% MDF lacquered
surface, gold metal legs
Coffee Table
Side Table

6

4. ASTORIA ARMCHAIR
Goose leg pattern alternative, special
fabric and colour options, gold metal legs
5. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% viscose weaving, modern design
and distressed transitions, 3 different
colour alternatives
6. CLAY PENDANT LAMP
Matte clay coloured aluminum cap
Ø: 35 cm
Ø: 52 cm
1
4

3 different table
alternatives
2

3

5
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RICH DETAILS
Combining the attractive mink grey lacquer colour combination with rich and
impressive details, ASTORIA DINING ROOM impresses with its style interpreted with
feminine lines of modernism. ASTORIA DINING ROOM, which completes its simple
and elegant design line with gold metal leg and handle designs, brings a unique
elegance to the living spaces with its minimal pattern applications.
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Complementing its mink lacquered surfaces with exclusively
designed shiny golden handles ASTORIA TV UNIT redefines the
modern decoration with its impressive style. Consist of 2 different
modules as one TV bench and the upper wall unit ASTORIA TV UNIT is
enriching its chic design with functional open and closed shelves.

b

1. ASTORIA TV UNIT
Mink grey lacquered 100% MDF
surface, linear pattern application on
the wall unit.

3. ASTORIA ARMCHAIR
Houndstooth pattern application,
special fabric and colour options,
golden colour metal legs.

ASTORIA MODULES
a. TV bench
b. Upper Wall Unit

4. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% Viscose texture, modern
design and worn out look,
3 different colour alternatives.

2. ASTORIA COFFEE TABLE
100% MDF lacquered surface
special for Enza, golden metal legs

1

3

a

Lacquered 100%
MDF surface

2
Gold coloured legs

4
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Feminine Touch to
Modern Design
Creating an elegant and romantic atmosphere
with its soft powdered colour transitions, ASTORIA
LIVING ROOM presents a unique decoration style
with its rich pillow applications in different lengths
and patterns, 2 different leg designs with gold
metal and fabric appearance.

4

1

1. ASTORIA SOFA
Aesthetic design, rich velvet texture,
special fabric covered leg design
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

2. ASTORIA COFFEE TABLE
100% MDF lacquered surface
special for Enza, gold metal legs
Coffee Table
Side Table

3. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% viscose weaving, modern
design and distressed transitions, 3
different colour alternatives

4. WIRE GOLD PENDANT LAMP
Filiform metal cap, black-white-gold
colour options, height adjustable
Ø: 25 cm, Ø: 30 cm
Ø: 35 cm, Ø: 45 cm

2

3
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NEW

1. MERIDA SOFA
Multi-layer foam structure,
ergonomic design, gold colour
metal legs
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair (swivel leg)
2. ASTORIA COFFEE TABLE
100% MDF lacquered surface
special for Enza, gold metal legs
Coffee Table
Side Table
1

2

Modern Touch to Classic Design
Inspired by the remarkable design details and dynamic patterns of the
60's, MERIDA LIVING ROOM brings a modern interpretation to the classical
decoration style. It enriches its maximum comfort, which stands out with
the use of multi-layered foams in the seating area, with velvet fabric that
creates a stylish and warm effect in the living spaces. Drawing attention
with its ergonomic design and geometric patterns, the swiving armchair
adds a dynamic touch to the decoration.
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2

White Elegance

1

ANGEL DINING ROOM, which combines the elegant effect of white
with the serene touches of country style, creates a bright and noble
atmosphere. It emphasizes its modern stance with its handleless design,
which draws attention with flowing lines, while completing its design with
its golden details and bronze mirror that adds depth to the space.

1. ANGEL SIDEBOARD and SIDEBOARD MIRROR 100% MDF, flowing design without handle and curved cover application
in special form 2. ANGEL TABLE Specially designed wooden leg table (fixed), Angel Chair 3. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% viscose weaving, modern design and distressed transitions, 3 different colour alternatives

66
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Enriching its cozy Country Style with the elegant combination
of wood and glass, ANGEL TV UNIT is carrying the peaceful and
chic energy of the white colour into the living spaces. While
making a functional remark on its own design with the elegant
upper wall unit design with glass door detail, it reflects a
minimal elegancy with its smooth design without handles.

c
b

3

a

2

1. ANGEL TV UNIT; Silk opaque lacquer application on 100% MDF, fine lines,
ANGEL MODULES; a. TV bench, b. Upper wall unit, c. Back panel 2. ANGEL

1

COFFEE TABLE; Silk opaque lacquer application on 100% MDF, golden colour
leg design 3. ASTORIA ARMCHAIR; Comfortable seating, special fabric and
colour options, 4. SERRANO CARPET TERRA; Viscose texture 40%, modern
design and worn-out look, 3 different colour alternatives

4
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Comfort of the Tranquility

1. ANGEL SOFA
Aesthetic and feminine design,
pocket spring system provides
high comfort, special metal leg
design

Reflecting the impressive elegancy of the feminine style with rounded and
smooth corners and soft colour combinations, ANGEL LIVING ROOM is giving
life to the beautiful and peaceful decoration style with its unique comfort
and rich cushion alternatives.

2. ANGEL COFFEE TABLE
Silk opaque lacquer application
on 100% MDF, golden colour
leg design
3. MOON CARPET
80% viscose, 3D patterns with
high-low weaving technique

1

2
High comfort with
package spring
system

70

Golden coloured leg
design special for Enza

71

FOCUS

a brand new

SOFA SERIES

72

Enza Home, which creates spaces with high aesthetic power with its
functional designs for the changing needs of modern city life, puts its
signature under qualified spaces with its new generation living room series.
ENLARGE SOFAS, inspired by versatile decoration styles that add a stylish
charm to interiors, carries the aesthetic, plain and functional style codes
to living spaces. ENLARGE SOFAS, which can be transformed into a double
bed with a width starting from 140 cm when opened and adds a compact
elegance to everyday life with its extra storage areas, offers a wide area of
use where you can have a pleasant time with your family and guests.
Enza puts its signature under stylish and functional designs with its innovative
and original approach and invites you to a comfortable world with the
Enlarge Sofa Series, which has dimensions that change the standards.
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1. CARINO SOFA
Contemporary design, bed and
storage function, decorative details
which make the design stand out
3-Seat Sofabed with Storage
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofabed with Storage
Armchair
2. LOOP COFFEE TABLE
First class wooden leg
structureeasy to clean glass
surface, functional sub shelf
Loop side table with glass surface
(sub shelf)
Loop coffee table (round)
Loop coffee table (square)
Loop side table (round)

150 cm wide
double bed
feature

3

3. POISE FLOOR LAMP
Functional black dual cap design,
chrome body H: 150 cm

1

Innovative Decoration Experience

2

CARINO LIVING ROOM, which has a modern decoration with its elegant
and comfortable design, creates stylish spaces. While adding dynamic
elegance to living spaces with its decorative details which emphasize its
aesthetic design, it combines superior comfort with functionality with its
easy-to-open-close bearing mechanism and storage feature that offers
extra storage space for Enza.
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1. BRERA SOFABED
Contemporary and stylish design, mattress
and vstorage function, rich fabric and
throw pillow applications
3-Seat Sofabed w. Storage
2-Seat Sofabed w. Storage
Armchair
2. GONG COFFEE TABLE
Exclusive colour and pattern application,
metal leg design with brass detail
Coffee Table
Side Table
Side Table with mirror

3

3. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP
Body and marble base compatible
with black and white colour headboard
alternatives
H: 210 cm
150 cm wide
double bed
feature

1

2

Perfect Harmony of
Function and Aesthetics
Taken attention with its aesthetical form and attractive colour
combinations BRERA LIVING ROOM, brings function and aesthetics
together with its easily folding mattress mechanism specific to
Enza, feature of storage and different alternatives of mattress width
starting from 140 cm.
76
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Versatile Contemporary
Decoration

4

While reflecting the contemporary decoration
concept with its simple lines, the SMART LIVING
ROOM, which stands out with its extra storage
space, high leg structure that provides ease of
cleaning and the Enza-special easy-to-open-close
bed mechanism, is a comfortable, convenient and
aesthetically rich living room with its 140 cm double
bed width signs the decoration.

1

140 cm wide
double bed
feature

2

1. SMART SOFABED
Modern and chic design with bed
and storage area function, high legs
providing easy cleaning
3-Seat Sofabed w. Storage
2,5-Seat Sofabed w. Storage
2-Seat Sofabed w. Storage
Armchair
2. ORLANDO COFFEE TABLE
Metal leg, walnut coating
surface on 100% MDF
Coffee Table
Side Table
78

3. SOHO MOROCCO CARPET
Viscose and cotton weaving,
geometrical patterns, 5 different
colour alternatives, silky look

3

4. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP BLACK
Body and marble base compatible
with black and white colour
headboard alternative
79
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GEO
MET
RIC

ILLUSION

1

Combining design and functionality, urban style codes turn into an effective
interpretation in contemporary decoration with sharp minimal lines and circular
forms. The designs shaped by geometric motifs with an aesthetic sense of rhythm
bring striking textures with a rich look to living spaces.
Characterized by flashy metals, geometric touches create impressive visual illusions
in a wide range of lighting designs and main decoration items. The spaces enlivened
by the dynamic elegance of innovative and original forms bring modern life setups to
our homes.
80

1. DORIAN Sideboard

81
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NEW

Luxury Reflection of Nature
Combining the strong synergy of wood and metal with stylish design
touches, DORIAN DINING ROOM reveals a unique aesthetic with its
impressive look. Gold and matt grey details accompanying the use
of parquet-like wooden surfaces emphasize the rich harmony of the
series inspired by nature.

1

1. DORIAN SIDEBOARD
Special parquet-looking walnut
wood pattern, matt gold and
matt grey surface combination,
handleless design
Sideboard
Sideboard mirror

82
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NEW

1. DORIAN TABLE
2 different table alternatives as
fixed and extendable. Special design
metal leg on fixed table and wooden
leg application on extendable table.
Fixed table
Extendable table
Dorian chair
Dorian bench
Fixed table
DORIAN DINING ROOM,
with its module alternatives
that allow harmonious
combinations with different
decoration styles, awaits
those who want to achieve
a stylized elegance in
spaces.
Extendable table

1

You can complement the
perfect elegance of the
DORIAN Chair, which offers
rich colour and fabric options,
in accordance with your
style, and easily reveal the
atmosphere you want to create
in your decoration.

It brings stylized touches to functionality with its handle-free
design and a modern console, as well as fixed and extended table
alternatives. DORIAN DINING ROOM creates a modern and refined
atmosphere in living spaces with eye-catching materials and colour
combinations.
84

Complementing the design of the
DORIAN DINING ROOM, the bench
application draws attention as an
alternative detail in the stylish design line
of the series.
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1. DORIAN TV UNIT
Special parquet-looking walnut wood
pattern, matt gold and matt grey surface
combination, possibility of creating
different combinations

Drawing attention with its elegant
design details, DORIAN TV UNIT
redefines modern decoration. It
combines aesthetics with high
functionality with 3 different lower
and 2 different upper module
alternatives. Highlighting the modern
characteristics of the series, the
handle-free surface design adds a
stylish and sophisticated touch to the
decoration.

DORIAN MODULES
a. 2-drawer TV unit
b. TV unit with 2 open racks
c. Back panel
d. Metal rack module
e. Single module

NEW

2. DORIAN COFFEE TABLE
Coffee table and side table options,
collection-compatible lounge ottoman
alternative
Coffee table
Side table
Lounge ottoman

1

d
c

2
a
b

e
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NEW

Contemporary Approach
to High Comfort
Aiming maximum comfort with modern and aesthetic
touches, DORIAN LIVING ROOM, creates a refined
decoration style. Velvet and linen fabric alternatives
that stand out with their special quilting stitches add a
sophisticated gloss to the design. The goose down filling
used in decorative pillows combines contemporary style
with high comfort.

1

2

88

1. DORIAN SOFA
Modem-functional design, special
stitch applications and metal legs
complementing the design,
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

2. DORIAN COFFEE TABLE
Coffee table and side table
options, collection-compatible
lounge ottoman alternative
Coffee table
Side table
Lounge ottoman

Special design
metal legs
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NEW

Creating a unique harmony with its functionality and
design with a wide colour choice in its upholstery,
DORIAN LIVING ROOM completes its striking look with its
metal leg design.

1

2
1. DORIAN SOFA
Modem-functional design, special
stitch applications and metal legs
complementing the design,
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

90

2. DORIAN COFFEE TABLE
Coffee table and side table
options, collection-compatible
lounge ottoman alternative
Coffee table
Side table
Lounge ottoman
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Noble Representative of Modernism
Combining contemporary sense of decoration with impressive details, RAUM
DINING ROOM, combines the refined design line with the timeless posture of
wood. While natural walnut coloured surfaces offer an original design with
their angled pattern application, Enza-specific contour finish applications
draw attention to the flawless workmanship of the series. Golden textured
metal handles and wooden leg application add a striking elegance to the
round form transitions.

Special angled
pattern surface
application
92
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RAUM DINING ROOM, golden textured metal handles
and wooden leg application add a striking elegance to
the round form transitions. Fixed and extendable table
alternatives in two different sizes, its series-specific
highboard and bronze mirror that complements its
contemporary design stylishly complete the functional
details with noble touches of design.

1. RAUM SIDEBOARD
Natural walnut colour, special
angled pattern application on
the doors, drawer function
offering extra storage space,
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
2. RAUM TABLE
Fixed Table
Extendable Table
Extendable Table (large)
Raum Chair
OTHER MODULES
Highboard

1
2
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Creating a smooth and ontemporary
style with round form transitions,
RAUM TV UNIT interprets the
natural aesthetics of wood with
an impressive visuality. It offers the
opportunity of creating different
combinations with special modules
such as bookshelf, upper cabinet
and highboard, as well as TV bench
alternatives in two different sizes and
forms as in with storage and with
legs.

1. RAUM TV UNIT
Natural walnut colour, golden
textured metal handles,
opportunity of creating
different combinations.

96

1
c

b
a

RAUM MODULES
a. Midi TV Unit
b. Bookshelf
c. Side cabinet with glass doors
TV Bench
TV Bench (with Storage)
Upper cabinet
Upper cabinet with lifting doors
97
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The New Attraction Center of
Elegance and Comfort
With its contemporary design lines, GRAVITY PLUS LIVING ROOM
brings elegance to the center of your life with special cushions
designed for perfect pleasure and offering a privileged comfort;
also with rich fabric and pillow applications that create an
extraordinary appearance.
3

1

2

4

1. GRAVITY PLUS SOFA
High comfortable seating, rich pillow
applications, wooden leg structure
3,5-Seat Sofa
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
98

2. ASTORIA COFFEE TABLE
Lacquered 100% MDF surface
special for Enza, gold metal legs
Coffee Table
Side Table

3. WIRE GOLD PENDANT LAMP
Filiform metal cap, black-white-gold
colour options, height adjustable
Ø: 25 cm
Ø: 30 cm
Ø: 35 cm
Ø: 45 cm

4. MABEL CARPET GREEN
Cotton & polyester yarn weaving
reflecting the richness of real handmade
carpet patterns

99
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1. VALENTE SIDEBOARD
Natural wood surface
appearance, special designed
and coloured handle, bronze
mirror in geometric form
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
2. VALENTE TABLE
Extendable Table
Fixed Table
Valente Chair

1

2

Impressing Lines
Completing its modern design that shines out by geometrical
touches with rose coloured, VALENTE DINING ROOM is
enriching its aesthetics with decorative mirrors.

100
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With its staid and minimal style, VALENTE TV UNIT redefines
modernism while emphasizing the power of design with its natural
wood surface and coffee table options in 2 different sizes.

1. VALENTE TV UNIT
TV unit alternatives in 2 different sizes,
wall unit option with open shelf or door.
a. TV Bench (large)
b. Side Wall Unit
c. Wall Unit with Door
d. Wall Unit with Door and Shelf
TV Bench (small)

2. VALENTE COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coating on MDF,
metal geometric leg
Coffee Table
Side Table

d

c

1
b

2
a
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1. DOLCE SOFA
Contemporary design, high seating
comfort, rich decorative pillow
application, solid wood legs
3-Seat Sofabed
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

Minimal Dynamism
Revealing its own characteristic with armchair that enriching
the design dynamically and with rich decorative pillow alternatives,
DOLCE LIVING ROOM combining the living spaces together
with an elegant sense of aesthetic.

2. NORDIC COFFEE TABLE
Exclusively adorned MDF surface,
3 different colour alternatives
Coffee Table
Side Table
3. STAGE PENDANT LAMP GREEN
Orange or green metal cap option,
adjustable height
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm

4

4. STAGE FLOORLAMP GREEN
Orange or green metal cap
alternatives, metal coloured cap,
natural wood body
Ø: 35 cm, H:187 cm
5. PERLA CARPET GREY
100% wool texture resistant to fire
and stain

1
3

2

5
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1. MERLIN SOFA
Cushion and unique needlework on
the armrests high comfort with 36 DNS
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

An Elegant Commentary
on Comfort

2. BELL PENDANT LAMP
Copper coloured metal caps, different
size and form alternatives, adjustable
height Ø: 26 cm, H: 150 cm

MERLIN LIVING ROOM, which adds an elegant
detail to decoration with its colourful feather pillows,
is creating living spaces that are more fresh and extensive.

2

1
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Shining
of
the House
FOCUS

Charm
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When properly used, lighting designs with their ability to deliver us
the desired effect in the decoration, are indispensable for a room
no matter by what style it is decorated.
With the unlimited variety of forms and materials due to the
changing trends, the pendant and floorlamps that come to the
forefront in the new season, are ready to be the star of your
decoration.
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NEW

Radiant

NEW

A Brave and Extraordinary Stance
Carrying the natural aesthetics of daylight with the
warm tone of honey colour to the living spaces,
MAYA Double Pendant Lighting draws attention
with its refined touch. It reflects the modern
decoration concept with its impressive look and
elegant glass head design.

elegance

Complementing the sophisticated combination of glass
and metal with its elegant design, MOCCA Double Pendant
Lighting stands out as a modern and stylish decoration
element. While adding a dynamic aesthetic to the spaces
with its exclusive dual head design, it represents a stylish
and timeless decoration understanding.

Projection of New Luxury
Adding a refined touch to living spaces with its elegant
and eye-catching form, PIERO Lighting reinterprets the
understanding of modern luxury. While enriching the
neat and stylish anthracite coloured headboard design
with gold and silver body alternatives, it turns into a
distinguished decorative element with lampshade and
floor lamp options.

NEW
1

2

1. PIERO Floor Lamp 2. PIERO Lamp
110
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How to find the
best lighting?
In a room, the decision of which floorlamp or pendant lamp should be
used depends on physical conditions of the room as well as decoration
style. It is important to choose lighting designs correctly according to
both general decoration style and the needs of light in that space.
Here are some tips for choosing
the right lighting that you need...
• You can use pendant lamp designs without any problem in large areas such
as living rooms with standard or above standard height ceiling. You can easily
eliminate the need of light in a stylish way with the pendant lamp
that you choose based on the size of the room.
• Multi-pendant lamps that are being used especially over the tables are one
of the most popular designs of the new season. The most important point of
this implementation is to be aware of designs that are used together whether
complementary to each other or not in terms of their colour, material and style.
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WIRE SERIES
Lattice designed cap,
adjustable height, white
or black colour options in
different sizes.
1. WIRE WHITE:
Ø: 45 cm, H: 150 cm
2. WIRE WHITE:
Ø: 30 cm, H: 150 cm
3. WIRE WHITE:
Ø: 25 cm, H: 150 cm
4. WIRE WHITE:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
5. WIRE BLACK:
Ø: 45 cm, H: 150 cm
6. WIRE BLACK:
Ø: 30 cm, H: 150 cm
7. WIRE BLACK:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
8.WIRE GOLD:
Ø: 45 cm, H: 150 cm
9. WIRE GOLD:
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm
10. WIRE GOLD:
Ø: 30 cm, H: 150 cm
11. WIRE GOLD:
Ø: 25 cm, H: 150 cm

25

25
9
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CONCRETE SERIES
Heavy and strong appearance,
special concrete grey cap,
adjustable height
12. LEUCO:
H: 150 cm
13. GREY:
Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm
14. PIER:
Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm

LINEAR SERIES
Copper colour metal caps,
special design surface,
different form and size
alternatives, adjustable height,
black cable
15. VERTICAL:
Ø: 28 cm,H: 150 cm

LINEAR GOLD SERIES
Gold colour metal caps, special
design surface, 2 different
forms, adjustable height
16. HORIZONTAL:
Ø: 30 cm
17. GLOBE:
Ø: 40 cm

GLASS SERIES
Round shaped cap design
in combination of glass and
metal, double and triple
pendant lamp options in
different form and sizes.
18. MAYA:
Ø: 25 cm, H: 115 cm
19. MOCCA:
Ø: 25 cm, H: 115 cm

BASIC SERIES
Geometric form, different
colour and size options,
adjustable height
20. ROLL:
Ø: 13 cm
21. CONIC:
Ø: 10 cm
22. ROUND:
Ø: 30 cm
23. ROUND:
Ø: 20 cm
24. PYRAMID:
Ø: 16 cm

OTHER

OTHER
25. STAGE:
Orange and green metal cap
Ø: 35 cm,H: 150 cm
26. CLAY:
Matte clay-coloured
aluminium cap
Ø: 52 cm,H: 150 cm
27. OBLIQUE:
Shiny silver-coloured metal
cap, special surface design
Ø: 38 cm,H: 150 cm
28. ColourS:
Multi-coloured fabric caps,
adjustable height
Y: 150 cm

29. SIMENA:
Black and gold colour
combination, curved cap
design
Ø: 20 cm
30. FOLK:
Rose colour metal and fabric
combination special for the
series
Ø: 64 cm
31. GRID:
White and gold colour, tumbled
brush strokes in design
Ø: 35 cm
32. PIEDRA:
Rose-coloured body, iconic
drop form, 7 white globe glass
balls, adjustable height
Ø: 65 cm
33. GAZELLE:
Custom pleated effect
anthracite fabric cap,
adjustable height
Ø: 35 cm
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1. APERTURE:
Glass covered grey metal caps
H: 150 cm
2. SOLID:
Grey metal body and cap, copper
link units
Single Floorlamp H: 170 cm
Triple Floorlamp H: 170 cm
3. GAZELLE:
Special pleated looking dark grey
fabric cap, adjustable height
H:160 cm
4. STAGE:
Orange or green metal cap option,
natural wood body
H: 187 cm
5. ANGLE:
Grey metal cap and adjustable
functional body
H: 185 cm

• If you have small squared living space due to physical conditions for instance, you can use dimmer switch that allows
you to control the intensity of light. Thereby, with a single lighting design you can create many different ambiances.
• Using different kind of lighting designs together, such as pendant and floorlamp, that meets the needs of light of
the different angles of the room, will be an effective solution.
• Sometimes single pendant may be insufficient to meet the lighting needs of a room. In such cases, you can use
floorlamps in different sizes at different point of the room alongside with the pendants. Thereby, not only you can
expand your lighting options, also you can add elegant details to your decoration.
• Using floorlamps in rooms with low ceiling instead of pendants will prevent the low and depressive appearance.
In addition, choosing a light design that is relaxing and eye friendly, will allow you to create a peaceful and calm
ambiance.

6. SIMENA:
Black and gold colour combination,
curved cap design, gold coloured
leg H:160 cm
7. ELIPTIC:
Black or white colour option,
marble base design
H: 210 cm
8. POISE:
Functional black dual cap design,
chrome body H: 150 cm
9. PIEDRA:
Rose coloured body, 6-piece white
globe glass ball H: 175 cm
10. OBLIQUE:
Shiny silver coloured metal caps,
special surface design H: 150 cm

11. CAPSUL:
Shiny copper metal cap,
body and base.
Single floorlamp H: 145 cm
Cinque floorlamp H: 160 cm
12. TRIPOD:
Black MDF body
H:130 cm
13. PIERO:
Gold coloured body with black
cap or silver coloured body with
anthracite cap alternative
H: 160 cm
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Focusing on a natural and sustainable design approach,
the new generation decoration trends continue to
emphasize timelessness in living spaces with simple but
impressive details. Forms that are consumed quickly and
have lost value over the years are replaced by qualified
material preferences shaped by the original touch of
craftsmanship.

Qualified

is
1

3

While the high comfort we need in interiors is met in
hybrid combinations with goose feather, foam and
special spring technologies, the elements enriched by
wood with metals and fine craftsman touches bring the
sense of belonging to the foreground. The combination
of quality materials exalted in details gives life to an
aesthetically rich and long-lasting decoration style.

2

1. MAISON Living Room 2. SOLARO Coffee Table 3. MORA Side Table
116
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NEW
3

1. MAIS0N SOFA
High comfort with modern
design and goose feather
application in throw pillows
4-Seat Sofa
3-Seat Sofa
Armchair
Armchair (swivel leg)

2. CRYSTAL COFFEE TABLE
Scratch-proof acrylic surface,
metal leg
Coffee table
Side table
3. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP
BLACK
Body and marble base
compatible with black and
white colour headboard
alternatives

4. NORTE CARPET
100% wool weaving
carpet, fire and stain
resistance

High Comfort with
Contemporary Touches
Aiming for maximum comfort with the material
combinations that accompany the contemporary design
line, MAISON LIVING ROOM brings together aesthetics
and functionality. It provides high comfort with its seating
area designed with multi-layer foam structure and pocket
spring technology.

Goose down filling
on pillows

1

2

4
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NEW
1. MAIS0N SOFA
High comfort with modern
design and goose feather
application in throw pillows
4-Seat Sofa
3-Seat Sofa
Armchair
Armchair (swivel leg)

2. CRYSTAL COFFEE TABLE
Scratch-proof acrylic surface,
metal leg
Coffee table
Side table

3. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP
BLACK
Body and marble base
compatible with black and
white colour headboard
alternatives

The high comfort foam used in the back cushions takes the
ergonomics of the MAISON LIVING ROOM to a premium level.
While offering ease of use with its fixed and swiving metal leg
alternatives in the armchair module, it completes its design with
goose down filled decorative pillows.

4. NORTE CARPET
100% wool weaving carpet,
fire and stain resistance

3

1
MAISON Armchair
(Fixed Leg)

2

4
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MAISON Armchair
(Swivel Leg)
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NEW

Refined Projections of Comfort

1. VALDERA SOFA
High comfortable session
technology, luxury fabric
options, black base - black
base and walnut base - gold
leg alternatives
3-Seat Sofa
Armchair

Combining the modern design style that puts functionality and
comfort in the foreground with dynamic details, VALDERA LIVING
ROOM offers a stylish example of contemporary decoration. While
providing maximum comfort in the seating area with multi-layered
foam technology, it creates a refined effect with its artificial suede
fabric. It adds an elegant dynamism to living spaces with geometric
patterned armchair and throw pillow alternatives.

2. SOLARO COFFEE TABLE
Modular coffee table alternatives
with different surface and colours aesthetic black metal legs
Coffee table (rectangular) - Anthracite
Coffee table (square) - walnut
Coffee table (long) - marble patterned
Side table - walnut
Side table - Anthracite
Side table - marble patterned

1

2
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NEW

Maximum Comfort
in Living Areas
Combining its modern style with functional design details,
the GIORNO LIVING ROOM offers maximum comfort with
the use of multi-layer foams in the back and seating area.
Standing out with its usage advantages, it draws attention
with its rich look in living spaces and linen textured fabric
with different colour options and metal leg design.

Multi-layer foam technology
in the seat and back
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NEW

3

1. GIORNO SOFA
Maximum comfort, modern
and chic design with multilayer foam technology
4-Seat Sofa
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
Armchair (swivel leg)

Emphasizing its contemporary
aesthetics with its swiving
armchairs, which stands out with
its ergonomics and curved lines,
the GIORNO LIVING ROOM
complements its stylish design
with durable metal-supported
wood construction.

2. SOLARO COFFEE TABLE
Modular coffee table alternatives
with different surfaces and colours aesthetic black metal legs
Coffee table (rectangular) - Anthracite
Coffee table (square) - walnut
Coffee table (long) - marble patterned
Side table - walnut
Side table - Anthracite
Side table - marble patterned

3. ELIPTIC FLOORLAMP
BLACK
2 different cap and body
colour alternatives, marble
base H: 210 cm

1

2
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Sophisticated
Touches of the Nature
Combining the strong harmony of metal, leather
and wood with modern sense of design, NAVONA
DINING ROOM presents an impressive style, which is
inspired by nature itself. While creating chic details
with the combination of dark walnut colour and gold
handle design, NAVONA DINING ROOM is adding
a sophisticated touch into its design with marble
patterns on its sideboard.

2

1

1. NAVONA SIDEBOARD
Combination of metal, leather and
wood materials and application of
marble appearance on top of the
sideboard
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror (large)
Sideboard Mirror (small)

2. NAVONA TABLE
Combination of metal, leather and
wood materials, table and chair
alternatives in 3 different sizes
Fixed Table
Fixed Table (large)
Extendable Table
Navona Chair
Navona Chair with Armrest
OTHER MODULES
Highboard
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1. NAVONA TV UNIT
Combination of metal, leather and wood
materials, TV back panel made by different
materials components

Shining out with the combination of metal, leather and wooden materials
that are stepping forward with dark walnut coloured surfaces,
NAVONA TV UNIT creates natural, cozy and warm atmosphere in the living
spaces. The exclusively designed back panel of TV is shining out as an
impressive detail of the whole design.

2. NAVONA SOFA
Special stitch details on the back and armrests,
velvet and leather like fabric alternatives,
special metal based leg design of Enza
4-Seat Sofa
3-Seat Sofa leather
3-Seat Sofa
2.5-Seat Sofa
Armchair

NAVONA MODULES
a. TV Bench
b. Back Panel

3. NAVONA COFFEE TABLE
First class wooden leg structure,
dark oak colour that goes along with series
Coffee Table
Side Table
4. TRIPOD FLOORLAMP
Black MDF Body
H: 130 cm

4

b

2

1

a

3
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Bold and
Stunning Setups

1. NAVONA SOFA
Special stitch details on the back and
armrests, velvet and leather like fabric
alternatives, special metal based leg
design of Enza
4-Seat Sofa
3-Seat Sofa leather
3-Seat Sofa
2.5-Seat Sofa
Armchair

NAVONA LIVING ROOM, in which
bold colours bring stylish contrasts
to life, brings life to places with high
energy with rich aesthetic details. It
adds an impressive interpretation
to the design with its special fabric
combinations that complement
the high comfortable seating
structure and quilting stitching
applications that complement the
elegance. NAVONA LIVING ROOM,
which creates a unique harmony
of modern and classic lines,
completes its striking style with its
brass shoe wooden leg design.

2. LOOP COFFEE TABLE
First class wooden leg
structureeasy to clean glass
surface, functional sub shelf
3. MABEL CARPET BLUE
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting
the richness of genuine handmade
carpet designs

3-seat sofabed
alternative

1

2

3
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Shining out with velvet and leather like fabric alternatives and
striking colour applications, NAVONA LIVING ROOM is creating
sophisticated details with wooden-brass leg design and exclusive
stitches on the back and armrests of the sofa.

3

1

1. NAVONA SOFA; Special stitch details on the back and armrests, velvet and
leather like fabric alternatives, special metal based leg design of Enza 4-Seat
Sofa, 3-Seat Sofa leather, 3-Seat Sofa, 2.5-Seat Sofa, Armchair 2. SERRANO
CARPET GREY; 40% viscose texture, modern design and worn out look, 3 different
colour alternatives 3. TRIPOD FLOORLAMP; Black MDF body H: 130 cm

2
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Design Captured in the Zeitgeist
ELEGANTE DINING ROOM, in which the notion of luxury comes
together with the effective textures, redefines the sense of aesthetics
with creative touches. While the sideboard design reveals a sharp
minimal elegancy, marble or natural coating table alternatives
create a personalized atmosphere.

4

100% natural
oak-tree veneer
and solid lath
application in all
modules

2

1

Handles designed
special for Enza

1. ELEGANTE SIDEBOARD
100% natural oak coating,
special prutian blue surface
colour, golden coloured special
designed handles.
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
136

2. ELEGANTE TABLE
Fixed Wooden Table
Fixed Marble Table
Elegante Chair
Elegante Chair with Handle

3. MABEL CARPET BLUE
Cotton & polyester woven
reflecting the richness of
genuine handmade carpet
designs

4. GRACE PENDANT LAMP
Brass cap, laser cut and
pattern applied

3
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ELEGANTE TV UNIT brings the detailed modern style
together with the refined sense of aesthetics.
It comes to the fore with natural oak coating on MDF
that is applied by sand blasting technique.

b

c

1. ELEGANTE TV UNIT
Special prutian blue surface
colour,100% natural oak coating
and wooden frame application on
the doors, golden coloured special
designed handles.
a. TV Bench
b. Upper Unit left
c. Upper Unit right
2. ELEGANTE COFFEE TABLE
Marble, wooden coffee and Side
Tables
Coffee Table
Side Table Wooden
Side Table Marble
3. MABEL CARPET BLUE
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting
the richness of genuine handmade
carpet designs

1

4. GRACE PENDANT LAMP
Brass cap, laser cut and
pattern applied

4

a

3
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1. ALESSA SOFA
Button detailled quilting on the
back and armrests, high wooden
legs,
3-Seat Sofa
3-Seat Sofa
Armchair

ENZA HOME BOOK / QUALIFIED DETAILS

Timeless Details

2. GONG COFFEE TABLE
Special design engravings
Coffee Table
Side Table
Side Table with Mirror

Carrying the design style of the past, ALESSA LIVING ROOM
draws attention with rich design touches and deep colour
applications. While completing its own design with decorative
pillows, ALESSA LIVING ROOM creates timeless details with its
exclusively formed stitching.

1

2
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For more alternatives such as wooden
table, extendable table and metal legged
chairs visit www.enzahome.com
2

1

No Fault with White
Wrapped in all white, the unchanging savior colour of
the decoration, CRYSTAL LIVING ROOM is bringing
the minimal design concept of the 70’s together with
the unique stabilizing effect of the colour white.
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1. CRYSTAL SIDEBOARD
Easy to clean, scratch
resistant acrylic surface and
black glass upper table
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror

2. CRYSTAL TABLE
Glass surface table
Panel surface table alternatives
Fixed Table
Extendable Table
Wooden Leg Chair
Metal Leg Chair
143

1. CRYSTAL TV UNIT WITH MODULE
COMBINATIONS
Acrylic glass surface
2 Doors Lower TV Unit (2 pieces)
2 Doors Upper TV Unit
Wall Unit (120 cm)

ENZA HOME BOOK / QUALIFIED DETAILS

2. CRYSTAL COFFEE TABLE
Coffee Table
Side Table

1

CRYSTAL TV UNIT
in which the multi-functional
characteristic of white
comes into existence,
always plays the leading
role of the decoration with
its functionality
144

2
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1. CRYSTAL PLUS SOFA
Wooden leg design with 2 different
colour options, soft luxurious fabric
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

1

Grande Spaces with
Generous Textures
146

CRYSTAL PLUS LIVING ROOM, which enlarges the living
spaces with its modern design, is bringing the richness of
forms, colours and materials into your home with its soft
fabric surface, different colour and leg design options.
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Alluringly Independent Style

ENZA HOME BOOK / QUALIFIED DETAILS
1. RATTAN SIDEBOARD
White colour and wood
lacquer applications, hazeran
pattern design on covers
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
2. RATTAN TABLE
Fixed Table
Extendable Table
Rattan Chair
Rattan Promo Chair

3. MABEL CARPET GREEN
Cotton & polyester yarn weaving
reflecting the richness of real
handmade carpet patterns
4. WIRE PENDANT LAMP WHITE
Filiform metal cap, black-white-gold
colour options, height adjustable
Ø: 25 cm
Ø: 30 cm
Ø: 35 cm
Ø: 45 cm

Bringing a modern approach to country style, RATTAN DINING ROOM draws
attention with its hazeran pattern and decorative profile application emphasizing
the identity of the series on sideboard covers. It combines elegance and classiness
in a privileged way with its special form of antique patina handles and profile
framed natural mirror reflecting an original style.

4

1
2

3
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1. RATTAN TV UNIT
White colour and wood lacquer
applications, hazeran pattern
design on covers
a. TV Bench
b. Upper Cabinet With Doors
2. RATTAN COFFEE TABLE
White lacquered surface, compatible
with the collection coffee and Side
Table options
Coffee Table
Side Table (large)
Side Table (small)

b

3. MABEL CARPET GREEN
Cotton & polyester yarn weaving
reflecting the richness of real
handmade carpet patterns
4. WIRE PENDANT LAMP WHITE
Filiform metal cap, black-white-gold
colour options, height adjustable
Ø: 25 cm
Ø: 30 cm
Ø: 35 cm
Ø: 45 cm

4

1

a

2

3

RATTAN TV UNIT, which incorporates
time-defying elegance in the serene details of
natural wood, exhibits striking elegance with its unique
hazeran pattern and usage areas that make life easier.
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FUNCTIONAL TOUCH TO THE AESTHETICS

ENZA HOME BOOK / PERFECT IMPERFECTION
1. PRAGA SIDEBOARD
Natural marble pattern usage,
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror (rectangle)
Sideboard Mirror (round)

Presenting a noble style with elegant marble surface
patterns, Praga Dining Table brings aesthetics together with functionality by means of its Extendable and
Fixed Table alternatives.

2. PRAGA TABLE
Extendable Table (large)
Fixed Table
Extendable Table
Praga Chair

3

An Elegant Remark
on the Past

3. LEUCO PENDANT LAMP
Exclusive grey concrete multi-cap,
adjustable height H:150 cm
4. MABEL CARPET DARK BLUE
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting the
richness of genuine handmade carpet
designs

Enriching its retro style with elegant details,
PRAGA DINING ROOM combines the modern
sense of design with distinctive lines. It
brings its impressive visuality together with
functionality by means of marble surfaces,
fixed and Extendable Table alternatives.

CHIC DESTINATION OF COMFORT

Combining its soft texture
with retro style, Praga chair
designs are bringing quality and
ergonomics together.
Choose your colour from the
rich scale of fabrics of Enza
Home, which contains more
than 100 different colours, and
create your own unique chair
design.

1

2021 TREND TIPS

2

1

2

3

Strength of concrete!

Strong and impressive concrete lightning designs
are ideal for a unique and sophisticated living
spaces.
4

1. Leuco H: 150 cm 2. Pier Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm
3. Grey Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm

Triple the Light

You can lift effectiveness of the light with using the
designs, which are dominated by white.
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1. PRAGA TV UNIT
a. TV Bench
b. Wall Unit
2. PRAGA COFFEE TABLE
Coffee table
b

PRAGA TV UNIT, in which high comfort
meets with notion of luxury, completes
the calm stone colour with antique
brown profiles. The exclusively marble
usage adds natural and chic touch
into the place.

1

a

2
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Warm Destination
of the Comfort

1. CHELSEA SOFA
Hand made quilting,
first class wooden leg design,
luxurious velvet fabric
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
2. MAESTRO COFFEE TABLE
Natural walnut coating, first class
wooden leg design
Coffee Table
Side Table

3

CHELSEA LIVING ROOM is stimulating the living
spaces with its exclusive leather look fabric that is
accompanied with earth shades. CHELSEA LIVING
ROOM is complementing its modern design with
luxurious fabric and hand made quilting detail.

3. WIRE PENDANT LAMP
Filiform metal cap, adjustable
height
Ø: 30 cm
Ø: 35 cm
Ø: 45 cm

1

2
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1. NETHA SIDEBOARD
Walnut colour and linen fabric
look surface combination,
exclusively designed bronze
colour handles, metal leg design
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror

ENZA HOME BOOK / QUALIFIED DETAILS

A Chic Touch to the Modernism
Enriching its modern style with chic details, NETHA DINING ROOM is
bringing the classic touches together with its elegant design. While
presenting its sophisticated sense of design with unique details such as
bronze metal handles and wooden leg design, it simply adds effortless
elegance into the decoration which comes into light by walnut and
linen fabric surface combinations.

3. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% Viscose texture, modern
design and worn out look,
3 different colour alternatives
4. WIRE GOLD LAMP
Wire golden colour metal cap,
Ø: 35 cm

2. NETHA TABLE
Exclusive wooden leg design in
special colour, colour alternatives
in chairs
Fixed Table
Extendable Table (large)
Extendable Table
Netha Chair

4

2

1

3
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Bringing its modern structure together with
functional and aesthetic design details,
NETHA TV UNIT is enchanting the
decoration with its sophisticated sense of
modern design. NETHA TV UNIT, in which
wooden MDF frame application meets with
bronze metal handle designs, is crowing its
functionality with open and closed upper
wall unit designs, which creates extra
storage spaces.

b

1. NETHA TV UNIT
Walnut colour and linen fabric look
surface combination, functional and
aesthetic upper wall unit with shelves
a. TV bench
b. Cabinet
TV Bench (small)
2. NETHA COFFEE TABLE
Wooden and lacquered surface
combination, CNC pattern application,
metal leg
Coffee Table
Coffee Table (square)
Side Table
Side Table (square)

3. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% Viscose texture, modern design
and worn out look,
3 different colour alternatives
4. BASIC SERIES PENDANT LAMP
Geometric form, cap options in
different sizes and colours, adjustable
height
Roll pendant lamp Ø: 16 cm
Conic pendant lamp green Ø: 10 cm
Conic pendant lamp black Ø: 10 cm

4

1

a

2

3
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1. NETHA SOFA
Comfortable wide seating, ability to
turn into a bed with moving back
function, storage bed function
3-Seat Sofabed
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

Comfort of Modernity

2. NETHA COFFEE TABLE
Wooden and lacquered surface
combination, CNC pattern
application, metal leg
Coffee Table
Coffee Table (square)
Side Table
Side Table (square)

NETHA LIVING ROOM, in which maximum
comfort meets with the contemporary
design, is presenting a brand new aspect of
decoration with its simple yet beautiful design
details. Shining out with its thick and soft
seating area and special ability to turn into
a bed, NETHA LIVING ROOM creates visually
satisfying coziness.

3. MABEL CARPET DARK BLUE
Cotton & Polyester silk weaving
that reflects richness of original
handmade carpet
4. BASIC SERIES PENDANT LAMP
Geometric form, cap options
in different sizes and colours,
adjustable height
Roll pendant lamp Ø: 16 cm
Conic pendant lamp green Ø: 10 cm
Conic pendant lamp black Ø: 10 cm

4

1

2

3
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FOCUS

CARPETS

Ground
Aesthetics
Adding warmth and meaning to the space by referring to the sense of living,
the carpets accompany the new season's original, flexible and eclectic
attitude as a rich detail. Enza Home carpet collection, in which a unique
design approach that combines quality and aesthetics shows itself in every
detail, carries the strong style codes of the past to the spaces of the future
following the pioneering decoration trends.
You can visit enzahome.com for colour and size information of the carpet collection.
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NEW

Authentic and Stylish Lines

NEW

ORNELLA CARPET, which adds an unusual elegance
to the decoration with its stylish and authentic patterns,
complements its design with a serene colour harmony. It
offers a modern appearance with its refined structure with
a 10 mm pile height, while inspiring creative setups of
decoration with 5 different size alternatives.

NEW
Lean Aesthetics

BLED CARPET, which features an elegant
appearance with its contemporary design and
plain colour harmony, stands out with its design
which can adapt to different decoration styles.
With its superior quality weaving with a 10 mm
pile height and 5 different size alternatives, it
renovates the living spaces as a refined detail.

Quality Weaving Modern Design
LIBERTA CARPET, which combines its high-quality texture of a 10 mm pile height with its combination
of grey and navy colours, stands out with the harmony of its abstract pattern. While enhancing its stylish
visuals with 5 different size alternatives, it adds elegance to the spaces with its contemporary design.
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NEW

Unique Geometry
Combining 100% viscose texture
with a combination of grey and
blue colours, ORFE CARPET draws
attention with its vivid and bright
appearance. Also combining fluid
abstract patterns with original
geometric touches, it creates
an elegant and elegant effect in
spaces.

Modest Colours, Dynamic Lines
Adding a modern dynamism to the decoration with its elegant and
simple geometric patterns, NETHA CARPET balances its design
with a combination of calm coffee and beige colour. Preventing pile
deterioration and dusting with its 100% polypropylene structure,
NETHA CARPET stands out with its advantage
of comfortable and long lasting usage.

Elegance to Living Spaces
SANTANA CARPET adds a stylish touch to living spaces with its modern design, and perfectly
fits into original and eclectic decoration setups. Combining the plain colour harmony with its
high-quality texture with a 10 mm pile height, Santana Carpet reveals a timeless design which
is enriched with 5 different size alternatives.
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Timeless Effect
MARSILYA CARPET, with its 900,000 strokes
per square meter, presents an impressive design
with its marble patterned surface and creating
an elegant and timeless effect. It represents
a sophisticated elegance with its
bright and fine structure.

Natural Elegance

Extraordinary Modern
Having a fine and silky texture due to its special weaving
technique, MARTHA CARPET attracts attention with its light
and comfortable design. With its simple Scandinavian style, it
adds an elegant and modern touch to the space and creates an
unusual aesthetic with decolourized colour transitions.
170

Providing heat insulation as well as matching with the
new season where natural materials stand out with
its 100% wool weaving resistant to fire and staining,
long-lasting NORTE CARPET, presents a modern
design enriched with naturalness with its linear
patterns and comfortable structure.
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1. ORLANDO Sideboard
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1. SONA SIDEBOARD
Bronze handle design special
for series, drawer with
additional storage room
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror

Fascinating
Aesthetics of
Simplicity

2. SONA TABLE
Fixed Table
Extendable Table
Sona Chair

Combining the contemporary design with
simple but effective details, SONA DINING
ROOM reinterprets living spaces with its
timeless elegance. Light walnut colour
surfaces add a sophisticated touch to the
design when they are combined with the
series-specific bronze handles. Offering
extendable and fixed table alternatives
and extra storage space in the sideboard,
the drawer application stands out with its
rich functional details

1
2
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1. SONA TV UNIT
Light walnut and metallic
brown colour combination
2 different size TV stand
alternatives
TV Unit (large)
Upper Cabinet
TV Unit (small)

Complementing the light walnut and
metallic brown colour combination with
a special bronze handle design, SONA TV
UNIT stands out with its contemporary
and chic style. In addition to TV bench
alternatives in two different sizes, it enriches
its design with functional modules with
open shelves and closed cabinets that
offer extra storage space. The leg form and
colour that complement the series stand
out as a contemporary design detail.

1

b

2. SONA COFFEE TABLE
Light walnut colour, drawer
function in coffee table
with glass, 3 different size
alternatives
Coffee table with glass
Coffee table
Side table

a
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Contemporary
Timelessness
Carrying the plain and refined lines of a contemporary
style, SONA LIVING ROOM stands out with its high
comfortable, eye-catching design. Fabric and throw
pillow applications that offer rich visual alternatives
to the design and special stitches used on the back
cushion and armrests reflect an elaborate sense of
aesthetics. The multi-layer foam application that puts
comfort to the forefront combines the refined style of
Sona Living Room with a unique comfort.

1. SONA SOFA
Contemporary and functional
design, special stitching application
on the back and armrests
3-Seat Sofabed
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
2. SONA COFFEE TABLE
Light walnut colour, drawer
function in coffee table with glass,
3 different size alternatives
Coffee Table with Glass
Coffee Table
Side Table

1

2
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1. ORLANDO SIDEBOARD
Special designed wooden
formed handles
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror

ENZA HOME BOOK / WOODEN SURFACES

2. ORLANDO TABLE
Extendable Table
Fixed Table
Orlando Chair

Minimal Reflections
of the Nature
ORLANDO DINING ROOM, which enriches
its minimal design with the help of the
forms that are inspired by the nature,
becomes more unique with its exclusively
designed handles. The mirror design,
which has a form of a clear puddle of
water, takes its unique place
in the general natural style of the
Orlando series.

Fixed and Extendable
Table alternatives
1

2
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Drawing all attention to itself
with its refined design style,
ORLANDO TV UNIT presents
stylish and functional decoration
alternatives in the form of 2
different TV tables in 2 different
sizes while emphasizing the
strong effects of the raw and
natural materials of its concrete
looking handle designs.

1. ORLANDO TV UNIT
a. TV Bench (large)
b. Wall Unit with Door
c. Back Panel
TV Bench (small)
2. ORLANDO COFFEE TABLE
Metal leg, walnut coating
surface on 100% MDF
Coffee Table
Side Table

b

c

1

a

2
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1. ROSA SIDEBOARD
Unique handle design,
natural walnut look
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror

Distinctive Details
ROSA DINING ROOM, which will be the most impressive reflection of the style of
your home, redefines its natural walnut appearance with the help of tampa colour
combination conspicuously. It combines its own style and elegancy with decorative
mirrors, exclusively designed handles.

2. ROSA TABLE
Extendable Table
Fixed Table - oval
Fixed Table
Rosa Chair

2

1
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ROSA TV UNIT, in which originality meets functionality,
provides shelves for your favourite books and decorative
accessories. ROSA TV UNIT creates a functional elegancy
with its impressive details.

1. ROSA TV UNIT
a. TV Bench (large)
b. Wall Unit with Doors (large)
TV Bench (small)
Wall Unit with Doors (small)
b

2. WOODY COFFEE TABLE
100% natural wooden surface,
2 different colour alternatives
Side Table (large)
Side Table (medium)
Side Table (small)

1

2
a
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1. ROSA SOFA
Unique design, bed mechanism,
stitch details
3-Seat Sofabed
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

2. ROSA DRESSING TABLE
Unique design, rose colour
handles, circular formed
decorative mirror
Dressing Table
Dressing Table Mirror
3. WOODY SIDE TABLE
100% natural wooden surface,
2 different colour alternatives
Side Table (large)
Side Table (medium)
Side Table (small)

The Most Functional
State of the Beauty

4. SOLID TRIPLE
FLOORLAMP
Grey metal body and cap,
copper coloured details
H:170 cm

Modernism of the minimal sense of design is hidden in the details
of ROSA LIVING ROOM. Attracting attention with its button details
on the armrests and exclusively designed back cushions, ROSA
LIVING ROOM also has the ability to turn into a bed.

5. PUNE CARPET ORANGE
Preventing the dusting and
deformation of carpet piles
with its 100% polypropylene
texture, shiny colours

4

1
2

3

5
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Taylor sofa,
which shines out
with its abilities
to turn into a bed
and to create
free spaces
due to the
armless design,
is a stylish
and functional
comfort center
especially in
small spaces.

3

Functionality Focus on Comfort
Feeling of comfort is the only thing we seek at home
for our bodies and mind, which wear out by the end of
a hectic working day. And at this point, sofas are our
best saviors, which are the center of comfort besides
their strong impact on decoration.
TAYLOR 3-Seat Sofabed

Sleeping Pleasure
On The Sofa
LIVE TOPIC

The sweetest sleep is the one that comes
when relaxing or watching TV on a sofa. It is
the sense of freedom that comes with a little
rebellion, which is against to the obligation
of going to bed or sometimes it is a way of
sleeping which gives more pleasure than
sleeping in the bed.
Sometimes it is a hospitable alternative for
a guest and sometimes it is the luxurious
relaxing place for a tired body.
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Liberating Design
We are going towards functional designs that create free spaces in
the new season, in which we get rid of excess objects. Especially in small
spaces, sofas that can turn into a bed are taking their places at the center
of this liberating trend.

Feature of
becoming a
bed

COSMO 2-Seat Sofabed

COSMO Single Seat Sofabed
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FIORE
TIMELESS ELEGANCE

DIFFERENT SOFAS
DIFFERENT COMFORT

Combining simple elegance with superior
ergonomic features, FIORE LIVING ROOM
stands out with its high comfortable
design. It creates attractive decorative
alternatives with its rich fabric and throw
pillow applications.
FIORE 3-Seat Sofabed

Being the leading element of the decoration, sofas
are the most commonly used things at home on the
contrary to other decoration elements. Therefore,
the only criterion, which distinguishes them from one
another, is their style. Here are 5 comfortable sofas
that are distinguished from each other in terms of
their style.

MARLENA
THE AESTHETICS OF COMFORT
Marlena, in which modern design features
that emphasize comfort meets romantic
details, creates eye-catching spaces with
its flashy quilting details, rich fabric and
pillow applications and special leg design in
alternative colours.

For module information of 2-Seat and Single Seat Sofas
www.enzahome.com

MARLENA 3-Seat Sofabed

FABIA
CONTEMPORARY LINES
Combining the functional and high comfort
design set-up of contemporary decoration with
remarkable touches, FABIA LIVING ROOM brings
maximum comfort to living spaces.
FABIA 3-Seat Sofabed with Storage

SIMENA
STYLISH FUNCTIONALITY
SIMENA LIVING ROOM, where you will feel the perfect comfort with its
ergonomic design, brings functionality to the center of your life with its stylish
appearance and its ability to become a bed.
SIMENA 3-Seat Sofabed with Storage

NUVO PLUS
CHIC AND FUNCTIONAL
Giving your home an original and free
atmosphere with its unique comfort and
extraordinary fabric combinations, NUVO PLUS
LIVING ROOM makes life easier with its bed
with storage function.
NUVO PLUS 3-Seat Sofabed with Storage
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RECLINERS

Personalized
More than an Armchair...
Shining out with functional design details, recliners are
defining the boundaries of personal comfort. Being
suitable for everyone by means of its adjustable seating
and back support, first class wooden construction,
flexible filling material and the mechanism that makes
the movements of standing up and sitting down much
easier, recliners bring ergonomic top-end design quality
into living spaces.

ARIZONA

NEW YORK

ENRIC

W: 1000 H 1090 D: 980
Manual or
with Lift Mechanism

W: 950 H: 1030 D: 980
Manual or
with Lift Mechanism

W: 880 H: 1050 D: 960
Manual or
with Lift Mechanism

Functions of Recliners with Lift Mechanism

Adjustable
sitting support
Supreme comfort seating

Easy-to-get up & sit

Adjustable back
support
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NEW
Definition
Of Accessibility
The concept of accessibility, which was
associated with low-quality materials in the
past, now redefines itself by coming side by
side with functional furniture designed with
rare and high-quality materials that take
its share from the plain lines of modernism.
What matters today is that the designs
create aesthetic, functional and accessible
spaces that provide comfort while enriching
visually with a characteristic and quality
design approach.
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BEAUTY IN DETAILS
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Revealing the high style of wood with the combination of white and
rose colours, FOLK Dining Room's attractive marble pattern on the
console combines functional details with a perfect elegance.

White Effect
Combining modern design lines with the serene calmness of
white and attractive marble patterns, FOLK DINING ROOM draws
attention with its special rose colour ergonomic handle design
and functional design applications that make life easier.

3

2

1

2021 DECORATION
TIP
DO NOT FORGET THE LIGHT
Feel the Power of Marble
If you use marble which
has a strong yet impressive
style, in pastel tones, you
can create spacious, stylish
and modern living spaces.

As a flexible design material in
decoration with its warm and
timeless effect, multi headed
and rose coloured lightings,
which are adaptable to many
different decoration styles from
retro to modern, reveal the most
glamorous sense of belonging
that influences the living spaces
in the new decoration season.

FOLK Pendant Lamp

1. FOLK SIDEBOARD
White colour and marble
pattern combination,
ergonomic handle design in
rose colour
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
198

2. FOLK TABLE
Fixed Table
Extendable Table
Fixed Table - wooden legs
Folk Chair

3. FOLK PENDANT LAMP
Rose colour metal and fabric
combination special for thr series

Being available in a wide
range of colours, FOLK
chairs can be used in
many different ways in
decoration. You can create
distinctive contrasts with
dark colours, especially
the trend of the season.

OTHERS MODULE
Highboard
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b

FOLK TV UNIT, which brings a
new look to the stylish houses
with its modern design,
completes the special white
colour and marble pattern
combination with rose colour
handle design. It combines
the most visible corner of
your home with time-defying
elegance with its TV bench
and aesthetic upper cabinet
design that offers extra space
for your decorative objects.

1. FOLK TV UNIT
White colour and marble
pattern combination, rose
colour ergonomic handle and
aesthetic upper cabinet design
a. TV Bench
b. Upper Cabinet with Doors

2. FOLK COFFEE TABLE
White lacquered glass surface,
geometric leg design
Coffee Table (metal legs)
Side Table (metal legs)

1

a

2
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1. FOLK SOFA
Modern-classic design, Enza-specific
fabric applications, bed and storage
function
3-Seat Sofabed with Storage
2-Seat Sofabed with Storage
Armchair

Time-Defying Elegance

3

FOLK LIVING ROOM where modern and classical design approaches
are reinterpreted with an innovative perspective and an original
form, reflects a time-defying elegance with its circular leg design,
high comfort, eye-catching fabric and pillow applications.

2. FOLK COFFEE TABLE
White lacquered glass surface,
geometric leg design
Coffee Table (metal legs)
Side Table (metal legs)
3. FOLK PENDANT LAMP
Rose colour metal and fabric
combination special for the series

1

Sofabed with
storage

2
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Stylish
Functionality
Modern design and functionality
come together in SIMENA LIVING
ROOM where every detail is
thought out carefully for your
comfort. SIMENA LIVING ROOM,
where you will feel the perfect
comfort with the seat and
back structure that brings the
ergonomic design to the highest
level; in addition to its stylish
appearance, it brings functionality
to the center of your life with its
ability to become a bed whenever
you want.

3

1

1. SIMENA SOFA
Ergonomic design, bed and storage
feature
3-Seat Sofabed with Storage
2-Seat Sofabed with Storage
Armchair
2. MABEL CARPET RED
Cotton & polyester yarn weaving
reflecting the richness of real
handmade carpet patterns
3. WIRE PENDANT LAMP WHITE
Filiform metal cap, black-white-gold
colour options, height adjustable
Ø: 25 cm
Ø: 30 cm
Ø: 35 cm
Ø: 45 cm

2
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1. FABIA SOFA
Contemporary and functional design,
easily operated bed mechanism on the
3 seat sofa, special stitchings on the body
and the armrests to complement the design
2-Seat Sofabed w. Storage
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

Contemporary
Comfort...
Combining the functional and high comfort
design set-up of contemporary decoration with
remarkable touches, FABIA LIVING ROOM brings
maximum comfort to living spaces. It completes
special sewing applications used in body and
armrests with rich fabric and throw pillow
alternatives. The easy-to-open bed mechanism
within the 3-seat sofa stands out as a functional
detail that makes everyday life easier. Walnutcoloured special leg application adds a natural
and elegant interpretation to the design.

3

3. WIRE PENDANT LAMP BLACK
Filiform metal cap, black-white-gold colour
options, height adjustable
Ø: 30 cm
Ø: 35 cm
Ø: 45 cm

2. NETHA COFFEE TABLE
Wooden and lacquered surface combination,
CNC pattern application, metal leg
Coffee Table
Coffee Table (square)
Side Table
Side Table (square)

1

2
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Elegant and Comfy
Combining simple elegance with superior ergonomic
features, FIORE LIVING ROOM stands out with its high
comfortable design. It creates attractive decorative
alternatives with its rich fabric and throw pillow
applications. Offering an aesthetic example of
contemporary design with its high leg design and
functional features, FIORE LIVING ROOM offers a
contemporary decoration experience enriched with
comfort.

3

1

2
1. FIORE SOFA
Rich fabric and throw pillow
applications, high leg structure
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
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2. LOOP COFFEE TABLE
First class wooden leg
structure, easy to clean glass
surface, functional sub shelf
Loop Coffee Table with Glass
Surface
Loop Coffee Table (round)
Loop Side Table (square)
Loop Side Table (round)

3. POISE FLOOR LAMP
Functional black dual cap
design, chrome body
H: 150 cm
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Definition of the
Contemporary Design
Having the soft design style with its rounded structure, ORFE LIVING ROOM
is bringing comfort to its maximum degree with highly comfortable seating
areas. With its striking beauty, storage function and the ability to turn into a
bed easily, it is redefining the limits of the contemporary design.

1. ORFE SOFA
Highly comfortable seating,
ability to turn into a bed,
rich cushion alternatives,
decorative stitching and
accessory details,
3-Seat Sofabed with Storage
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

3. MABEL CARPET DARK BLUE
Cotton & Polyester silk weaving that
reflects richness of original handmade
carpet

2. ORFE COFFEE TABLE
100% MDF natural walnut
coating and lacquered
surface
Coffee Table
Side Table

1

functional and
aesthetical
pocket
2

3
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1. PONTE SOFA
Modern style, bed and storage functions,
linear stitch details
3-Seat Sofabed with Storage
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

Functional Touch of
Modernism

2. MESH COFFEE TABLE
3 different colour alternatives,
metal legs
Coffee Table
Nesting Table

Combining its modern style with special functional
features, PONTE LIVING ROOM provides high level of
comfort with its exclusive foam application. It presents
maximum usage advantage with its 3-seat sofabed
alternative, which has Zero-Wall mechanism that can
easily transform the sofa into a bed.

3. VERA CARPET BLUE
Traditional motives, thin
cotton form
4. PUNE CARPET YELLOW
Preventing the dusting and deformation of
carpet piles with its 100% polypropylene
texture, shiny colours

1

2

3

4
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Aesthetics of The Comfort
MARLENA LIVING ROOM, in which essential characteristics of modern design that
brings the comfort to forefront meets with romantic details, is combining high
comfort together with aesthetic. Shining out with impressive quilted details, rich
fabric and cushions applications and exclusive leg design in different colours,
MARLENA Living Room is creating very attractive living spaces.

1. MARLENA SOFA
Luxurious quilting details, ability to
turn into bed with storage, legs in
different colour alternatives
3-Seat Sofabed with Storage
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
2. WOODY SIDE TABLE
100% wooden upper surface,
2 different colour alternatives
Side Table (large)
Side Table (medium)
Side Table (small)

3. VALENTE COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coating on MDF,
metal geometrical leg
Coffee Table
Side Table

5. MABEL CARPET DARK BLUE
Cotton & polyester silk weaving
that reflects richness of original
handmade carpet

4. SOHO MOROCCO CARPET
DARK BLUE
Viscose and cotton weaving,
geometrical patterns, 5 different
colour alternatives, silky look

6. ELIPTIC FLOORLAMP BLACK
Black and white colour
alternative, body colour
compatible with cap colour,
marble base

6

1

3

2
4
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Beautiful and Functional
NUVO PLUS LIVING ROOM, where traditional design
lines are reinterpreted with a modern and functional
perspective will give your home an original atmosphere
with angular leg application and contemporary fabric
combinations.

1. NUVO PLUS SOFA
Sofabed with storage function,
comfortable seating
3-Seat Sofabed with Storage
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

4

2. ORFE COFFEE TABLE
100% MDF natural walnut
cover and lacquered surface
Coffee Table
Side Table

3. MABEL CARPET BLUE
Cotton & polyester yarn weaving
reflecting the richness of real handmade
carpet patterns
4. WIRE GOLD PENDANT LAMP
Filiform metal cap, black-white-gold
colour options, height adjustable
Ø: 25 cm
Ø: 30 cm
Ø: 35 cm
Ø: 45 cm

1

2
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FOCUS
TOPIC

CENTER OF DAYS
In addition to their functionality, being the most distinctive complement of decorations with a
variety of designs, coffee tables stand out as a striking detail in the bold and eclectic decorations
of the new season. Sometimes enriching decorative harmony and sometimes creating impressive
contrasts, coffee tables are placed in the center of living spaces with simple yet free touches.
Drawing attention with its above-the-line designs and innovative style, Enza Home coffee table
collection puts its signature under impressive combinations in the footsteps of season trends.

COFFEE
TABLES
1

8
3
2

6
4

5
7

1. VALS Coffee Table 2. WOODY Coffee Table 3. ART Coffee Table 4. ASTORIA Coffee Table
5. ANGEL Coffee Table 6. PIEDRA Coffee Table 7. NETHA Coffee Table 8. LOOP Coffee Table
218
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Finest Moments…
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By any means coffee tables are irreplaceable items of the decoration that can ease the daily life.
Perhaps for an exciting game night or a lovely birthday party or an enjoyable playtime or tasteful snacks…
Designed for creating the little happy moment of the daily life, coffee table designs of
ENZA HOME brings a chic functional touch into the decoration.

Journey of Patterns
ART Coffee Table enriches its modern design with
six different colour and pattern options. With a
shiny glass surface to reflect your style and a
gold finish on its metal legs, it's ready to be a part
of your home's elegance.

Fruit Time
Chic presentation of the most delicious fruits...

Game Night
Best buddy of passionate sport fans…
MESH Coffee Table

WOODY Side Table

Tea Time
A relaxing place of a coffee or tea…

ART COFFEE TABLE
6 different colour alternatives exclusive for Enza,
glass surface, metal legs
220

Birthday
Enthusiastic celebration of happy birthdays…
GONG Coffee Table

NORDIC Coffee Table
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COFFEE TABLES

SET TABLES

Coffee tables are attracting attention with their extra storage spaces beside their decorative advantages.
Especially, two-tiered coffee tables can be used as perfect storage spaces. Using with storagees,
decorative vases and candles is the most effective way to benefit from the upper surface of the table.

The set tables, which can be choosen according to purpose of use such as coffee, side and nesting tables,
are not only in harmony with the furniture, they offer impressive options with various functional features. You
can provide aesthetic integrity by choosing side table models that are designed especially for narrow spaces,
that save volume by occupying the least space, or coffee table designs that will complement the decoration
that draws attention with their stylish stance even in large halls.

PRAGA
Stone and antique brown colour
combination, marble pattern usage

ASTORIA
Lacquered 100% MDF surface exclusive
for Enza, gold metal legs

SOLARO
Modular coffee table alternatives with different surfaces and colours, aesthetic black metal legs
Coffee table (rectangular) - anthracite, Coffee table (square) - walnut, Coffee table (long) - marble
pattern
Side table - walnut, Side table - anthracite, Side table - marble pattern

Side Tables
Side Tables are renovating spaces whenever it is needed with their mobility.
They make daily life easier by being used multi-purpose with this advantage.
ART
Pattern alternatives in 6 different colours of Enza, easy to clean
shiny glass surface, metal legs, 3-piece Coffee table set

NAVONA
First class wooden leg
structure, dark
oak colour compatible
with the series

LORA
Walnut coating, special
designed wooden leg
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ELEGANTE
Marble, wooden coffee and
side tables

MESH
2 different colour alternatives, metal leg design
Coffee table, Nesting table

GIORNO
Marble patterned surface, aesthetic black metal legs
Coffee table, Side table, Sofa table

VIENNA
Fabric covered coffee table completing the design, side table
options in 2 different colours and heights
Coffee table, Side table, Side table (high)

DORIAN
Characterized with multi material combinations, DORIAN COFFEE TABLE
emphasizes the rich aesthetics of the series with its marble patterned glass
surface design. It stands out as an elegant and functional detail for living
spaces with its center and side table modules designed in different forms.
Coffee table, Side table, Lounge ottoman

FIGURE
Walnut coating, pattern
engraved top surface
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LOOP
3 different colour alternatives on side tables, first
class wooden leg structure, easy to clean glass
surface, functional bottom shelf
Coffee table (square)
Coffee table (round)
Side table (square)
Side table (round)
Side table with shelf (round) - new

CARMINA
Natural walnut coating, high quality wooden leg
Coffee table (rectangular), Coffee table (square), Side table

GONG
Exclusive colour and pattern application, metal leg design with brass
detail Coffee table, Side table, Side table with mirror

PIEDRA
Lacquered 100% MDF application, 2 different colour alternatives in
coffee and Side tables, metal leg design
Coffee table
Side table
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NETHA
Wooden and lacquered surface combination,
CNC pattern application, metal leg
Coffee table
Side table
Coffee table (round)
Side table (round)

ORFE
100 % MDF natural walnut coating and
lacquered surface
RATTAN
White lacquered surface, 2 different
size alternatives on side table
Coffee Table
Side table (large)
Side table (small)

RAUM
Natural walnut colour, side finishing
applications special to Enza
Coffee table (rectangular)
Coffee table (square)
Side table

FOLK
White colour, lacquer painted wooden leg application
Coffee table
100% lacquered white surface,glass top table
on coffee table, copper colour metal legs
Coffee table
Side table

CRYSTAL
Unscratchable acrylic surface, metal leg design,
Coffee table, Side table

WOODY
Natural wood surface, 2 different colour alternatives
Large Coffee table, Coffee table, Small coffee table

NORDIC
3 different colour alternatives, exclusively adorned surface, wooden leg
design Coffee table, Side table

ORLANDO
Center and Side Table alternatives with walnut coated surface
Coffee table, Side table

VALENTE
Modern geometrical form, natural walnut coated surface
Coffee table, Side table

VALS
Walnut coated, metal geometrical leg
design
Coffee table
Side table

SONA
Coffee table with wooden and glass surface options, functional drawer application in coffee table with glass surface
Coffee table (glass surface), Coffee table, Side table
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BEST CORNER OF THE HOME

Definition of the Comfort
Corners that can be used with many different decoration styles
are the trending element of the new season with their maximum
comfortable ergonomic structure and ability to turn into bed.
If you want to bring the luxurious appearance together with
maximum comfort, coziness and usage advantages, the only thing
you need is to have a corner sofa set.
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NEW

Rising Comfort with
Detailed Touches
GIORNO CORNER SOFA SET, which combines its plump and soft seating
structure with a modern design line, brings high comfort to living spaces with
the multi-layer foam technology. It creates a difference in decoration by
representing an urban and contemporary style with its linen textured fabric
with different colour options and its special metal leg form.

3

Reflecting a sustainable design concept with its metal-supported wooden
construction, GIORNO CORNER SOFA SET creates functional and aesthetic
spaces with stylish armchairs with wooden legs.

1

2

1. GIORNO CORNER SOFA SET
Plump and soft seating,
alternatives with or without table
L-Corner
Corner Sofa Set with table
Corner Sofa Set without table
Armchair
Armchair (swivel leg)
Ottoman
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2. GIORNO COFFEE TABLE
Marble patterned surface,
aesthetical black metal legs
Coffee Table
Side Table
Side Table (attached to sofa)

3. ELIPTIC FLOORLAMP
2 different cap and body
colour alternatives, marble
base H: 210 cm
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Creative Corner of the
Modern Design
Uniting the advantage of being used in many
different ways by means of its modules with rich
fabric and colour alternatives, CITY CORNER SOFA
SET is presenting its multi-purpose functionality of
the modern design with high comfort.

1. CITY CORNER SOFA SET
Combinable, luxurious fabric,
metal leg
Corner Module
Double Module
Single Module
Large Ottoman
Ottoman with Table

2. CRYSTAL COFFEE TABLE
Unscratchable acrylic
surface, metal leg
Crystal Side Table
3. ELIPTIC FLOORLAMP
Marble base, contemporary
design H: 210 cm
more floorlamps on p. 46

Functional Comfort

The CITY Corner Sofa Set's extra ottoman module
can turn into a coffee table, besides creating an extra
seating place when it is needed.

3

Choose Your Module

You can combine double,
single and corner modules as
well as ottoman module that
can be a coffee or side table
of CITY Corner Sofa Set,
as you like.

2

Maximum Comfort

1
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Uniting its ergonomic
features with
liberating modules,
CITY Corner Sofa Set
is providing maximum
comfort by turning
into a bed by means
of these modules that
can be moved easily.
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1. ARTE CORNER SOFA SET
Modulas design, module
alternative with coffee table,
metal legs with brass base

Strong Effect of Modernism

2. ART COFFEE TABLE
Pattern alternatives in 6 different
colours exclusive for Enza, easily
cleanable glossy glass surface,
metal legs

Complementing the energy of warm and cozy earthy colours with its chic and
modern style, ARTE CORNER SOFA SET is bringing comfort together with aesthetic
through its exclusive leg design which has the colour combination of matte black
and gold that goes along with its soft textures. While appealing to the personal
styles by offering the ability to make different combinations, ARTE CORNER SOFA
SET is enriching its design with modern cushion and fabric applications, exclusive
armchair design and technologic accessories application.

3. ELIPTIC FLOORLAMP
Marble base, modern design
H.210 cm
4. SOHO MOROCCO CARPET
Viscose and cotton weaving,
geometric patterns, 5 different
colour alternatives, silky look

ARTE MODULES
Triple Module with Right Armrest
Triple Module with Left Armrest
Double Module with Coffee Table
Double Module
Double Module with Right Armrest
Double Module with Left Armrest
Right Relaxing Module
Left Relaxing Module
Right Finishing Unit
Left Finishing Unit
Armchair

3

1

2

4
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TOPIC
MODULE RICHNESS AT THE CORNERS

LIBER

ATING
SPACES

The corner sofa sets designed by Enza Home with rich materials
and skillful craftsmanship bring living spaces where we rest in
peaceful comfort together with maximum functionality.
Designs that allow each module to be integrated and assembled
according to need eliminate all restrictions on decoration. While
creating extra usage areas with individual creative setups, it also
adds dynamism to living spaces by changing visual emphasis.
Reflecting a philosophy of life centered on comfort and flexibility,
Enza Home corner sofa sets maximize the ability to enjoy at home.

In the new season, which boldly aims to
expand by freedom, designs that allow
creative arrangements by modular features
are at the center of the decoration.
Being preferred due to their usage
advantages and comfortable structures, the
corner sofa sets take the leading role of this
freedom trend.

ARTE Corner Sofa Set
234
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Limitless Corners
Combining functionality with high comfort, NORTE CORNER SOFA SET goes along
with various living spaces and decoration styles with its 9 different module
alternatives. While shining out with a highly comfortable seating area and rich
cushion applications in different sizes and forms, NORTE CORNER SOFA SET
emphasizes its design details with wooden leg structure in 2 different colours.

1. NORTE CORNER SOFA SET
Multi combination options with
modules structure, african rosewood
and walnut colour alternatives on
legs, highly comfortable seating
NORTE MODULES
Double Module
Right Relaxing Module
Left Relaxing Module
Double Module with Right Armrest
Double Module with Left Armrest
Corner Module
Pentagonal Corner Module
Single Module
Ottoman
2. ORFE COFFEE TABLE
100% MDF natural walnut
cover and lacquered surface
Coffee Table
Side Table

4

3. SOHO MOROCCO CARPET
Viscose and cotton weaving,
geometric patterns, 5 different
colour alternatives, silky look
4. WIRE PENDANT LAMP WHITE
Filiform metal cap, black-white-gold
colour options, height adjustable
Ø: 25 cm
Ø: 30 cm
Ø: 35 cm
Ø: 45 cm

1

2

3
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MAXIMUM COMFORT, MAXIMUM HARMONY
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MAYFAIR MODULES
Double Module
Right Relaxing Module
Left Relaxing Module
Corner Module
Right Armrest Module
Left Armrest Module
Single Module
Ottoman
Armchair

1. MAYFAIR CORNER SOFA SET
Wide seating with supreme
comfort, high metal legs

3. HAMPTON BOOKSHELF
Metal body, lacquered unit with
3 different colour alternatives

2. VALS COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coating, geometric metal leg
Coffee Table
Side Table

4. POMPOM CARPET TURQUOIS
Hand woven wool, unique bender
technique

Beside the maximum comfort that it provides,
MAYFAIR Corner Sofa Set, which accommodate
to your living space with its multi-purpose module
alternatives that can be used separately, is bringing
its modern design together with the functionality,
which is the most wanted feature of the decoration.
While getting the shape that you want, MAYFAIR
Corner Sofa Set does not compromise on comfort.
3

PERSONAL COMFORT
MAYFAIR Armchair, the
independent element of the
corner sofa set, is defining the
borders of personal comfort zone
while enriching the decoration.

1

2021 TREND TIP
Industrial Style

You can create stylish and
modern spaces
with industrial
designs.

2

Contrast Effect
STAGE
FLOOR LAMP
GREEN
4

POMPOM CARPET

Dynamic Details

The New Corner of the Coziness
Sofas, the first things come to mind when comfort is mentioned,
are the irreplaceable elements of the decoration. The coziness, peace,
comfort and sense of belonging in the home that are presented
by sofas are getting a new dimension with MAYFAIR CORNER SOFA SET.
The comfort that you are seeking for is going up to its maximum level
with rich structure, soft texture and large design of MAYFAIR.
238

You can create an
attractive decoration
style by using natural
hand-knitted carpets
with contrast colours.

You can use colourful and
multifactorial paintings to
energize the minimal decorations.
NY
OIL PAINTING

For more information visit www.enzahome.com
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1. NETHA CORNER SOFA SET
Comfortable wide seating,
bed option with movable back
function, baseframe legs

2. NETHA ARMCHAIR
High comfortable seat, wooden
leg application

3. NETHA COFFEE TABLE
4 different sizes of coffee table alternatives
with lacquered surface and wood texture
Coffee Table
Coffee Table (square) - new
Side Table
Side Table (square) - new

Modern,
Cozy and Free

4. ELIPTIC FLOOR LAMP
2 different cap and body colour
alternatives, marble base
H: 210 cm

Designed with the modern decoration style
combining aesthetics and functionality,
NETHA CORNER SOFA SET is ideal for liberated living
spaces with its flexible and modular advantages.
Combining high comfortable structure with the
function of being a bed, NETHA CORNER SOFA SET
emphasizes the contemporary codes of design that
make life easier by offering maximum functionality.

4
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NEW

A Special Design that
Makes Life Easier

SMART CORNER SET, which
maximizes the comfort, offers
the opportunity to choose
according to preference with small
corner, large corner and L-corner
alternatives.

SMART CORNER SOFA SET that can adapt to any living
space and adds aesthetics to the design with its
contemporary lines… Smart Corner Sofa Set is suitable
to even the narrowest living spaces thanks to two
alternative sizes

4

SMART CORNER SOFA
(Large)

1
SMART CORNER SOFA
(Small)
Thanks to its extension module that can be
used either on the right or left, and offers extra
storage space with its base-feature. Maximizing
functionality, the Smart Corner Sofa Set makes life
just easier...

1. SMART CORNER SOFA SOFA
Module richness with 3 different
corner alternatives, 140 cm double
bed feature, chests providing
storage space
L-Corner
Corner Sofa (big)
Corner Sofa (small)
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2

2. ORLANDO COFFEE TABLE
Metal leg, walnut coating
surface on 100% MDF
Coffee Table
Side Table
3. NORTE CARPET
100% wool weaving carpet, fire and
stain resistance

4. PIER PENDANT LAMP
Metal cap with raw concrete
appearence, transpetrant cabe with
steel rope Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm

14
0

7
21

3
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1. MERLIN CORNER SOFA SET
Natural walnut coating,
supreme comfort

High Comfort of
Merlin Corner Sofa Set

2. LEUCO PENDANT LAMP
Special multi cap concrete grey
cap, adjustable height

If you wish to create a cozy and peaceful corner at your home,
MERLIN CORNER SOFA SET is just for you. Functional design that
matches both the right and left corners, outstanding seams of pillow
and armrest structure, feather pillows, throw pillows in different
patterns... Everything you are looking for is at this corner!

2

1
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1

2
3

Meeting of Comfort and Functionality
Presenting modern design with a functional approach,
MARTHA CORNER SOFA SET compliments its eye-catching aesthetic
with special stitching and fabric applications.
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1. MARTHA CORNER SOFA SET
With bed and storage, special
stitching and fabric applications,
right and left corner alternatives

2. VALS COFFEE TABLE
Walnut coating, geometric
metal leg
Coffee Table
Side Table

3. PERLA CARPET GREY
100% wool weaving
carpet, fire and stain
resistance
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THEME

ARMCHAIR

FUNCTIONAL
AESTHETIC
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No matter how changeable the decoration trends are, armchairs are always the most
effective pieces of decoration with their unique style and comfort. Armchairs, which can
transform the decoration with their various colours and ornaments, present themselves
as an important functional component in all areas. They can fill all the extra spaces
esthetically in any kind of decoration style. Modern, avant-garde, bohemian or romantic;
armchairs that can be used with almost any decoration style and fill all the extra spaces
in the house with an aesthetic function.
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Maison Armchair

Merida Armchair

Provides high comfort with
its multi-layered foam and
pocket spring application
accompanying the
contemporary design line.
Maison Armchair

With its crowbar pattern
application, special fabric and
colour options, and gold-coloured
metal legs, Merida Armchair
displays an eye-catching stance.
Merida Armchair

Netha Armchair

Gravity Plus Armchair

Designed for contemporary
decoration by taking comfort
and functionality in the
forefront, Netha Armchair
gives a sense of comfort that
appeals to the eye with its
ergonomic back design and
special wooden legs.
Netha Armchair

Having contemporary design lines,
Gravity Plus Armchair brings
elegance to the center of your life
with its special seating
cushions, rich fabric and pillow
applications that create an
extraordinary appearance.
Gravity Plus Armchair

Piedra Armchair
Bringing a modern and stylish
interpretation to Chester style, Piedra
Armchair brings Enza spirit to the places
with its quilted details, ergonomic and
high comfortable seating structure.
Piedra Armchair
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Vienna Armchair
Impressing with the use of high quality
fabrics and both, fixed and swivel
legs, Vienna Armchair is an effective
representative of modern luxury.
Vienna Armchair

Dorian Armchair
With its calming pastel tones
and metal legs identified with
the series, Dorian Armchair
provides maximum comfort
thanks to its multi-layered
foam application.
Dorian Armchair

Giorno Armchair

Standing out with its ergonomic and
round lines, Giorno Armchair provides
a contemporary aesthetic with its
swivel and fixed leg alternatives.
Giorno Armchair
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VISUAL FEAST

Brand dEcO
RA
New
Center tiON
of the

From past to present kitchens, that are always perceived as a perfect gathering area more than a place
just to prepare food, are becoming the heart of the decoration in the new season. Kitchens, in which
many decoration elements such as furniture, lighting and accessories come together in a beautiful way,
create inspiring living spaces with attractive designs of dining tables and chairs that we used to see
in dining rooms. Exclusive dining table and chair designs of Enza Home bring maximum functionality
together with irresistible elegance of Enza.
252
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Daisy
Drawing attention with its wooden material and modern design
style Daisy Kitchen Table takes over the kitchen decoration with
its contemporary and chic style.
Daisy Kitchen Table / Veny Chair

DAISY KITCHEN SET
Natural walnut coated surface, metal leg

INTRO KITCHEN SET
Wooden and anthracite glass
alternatives

NOVEL KITCHEN SET
MDF surface

Intro Kitchen Table / Via Chair

Novel Kitchen Table / Tilya Chair

Bringing ergonomics and design together with its draped
comfortable chairs Intro Kitchen Table is representing
minimal and chic style.

Creating a natural and soft effect with its round edges,
Novel Kitchen Table impresses by natural wooden
structure and minimal style.

OLIVIA KITCHEN SET
MDF surface

RIVA KITCHEN SET
White matte lacquered surface

Olivia Kitchen Table / Gina Chair

Riva Kitchen Table / Foly Chair

Combining fresh and noble effect of the colour white with the classic
design details Olivia Kitchen Table creates a spectacular atmosphere in
kitchens.

Presenting a minimal and elegant style of design with colour
combinations that ranging from white to beige, Riva Kitchen Table
brings aesthetics together with comfort.

TRACY KITCHEN SET
Classic contemporary design line

Tracy Kitchen Table / Essa Chair
Bringing its wooden material to the fore with the dark colour
choice, Tracy Kitchen Table draws attention by its
elegant and noble style.
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SLEEP FILE

Babylike sleep with the
right pillow and quilt

Personal Cocoons
of the Sleep

Choosing the right kind
of pillow and quilt is the
most important thing that
increases the quality of
sleep.

p.
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WA R D R O B E S

276

p.

Glitter of comfort
and quietness

Lamps, the first things occur in the mind
when it comes to local lighting, are the most
important elements, which create the relaxing
ambiance that you need in the bedroom.

p.

p.

Bedrooms, which are the correspondence of the
peacefulness, comfort and warmness in the house,
wherein all stress leaved behind, are also the center of
regeneration of the body. Therefore, the ambiance of the
bedroom should be cozy and it should make you feel safe.
Bedrooms, wherein the personal choices and styles meet
with the trends of the new season, are presenting the
peaceful balance we are seeking for and personal choices
with modern design details.
256
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Being the stylish
organizers of
bedrooms,
wardrobes are
trending in the
new season with
their unlimited
design alternatives
and maximum
functionality.
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Perfect Fit

Providing a sleep
experience you have
never experienced
before with its doubledeck spring system, the
Support Line mattress
offers a unique body
grip feeling with S-Line
spring technology.
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Extraordinary Designs

Stylish Locations
Beds, wardrobes, headboards, chest of drawers,
nightstands and other decorative elements designed
for bedrooms, which are perhaps the area where we
reflect our personality the most, invite us to have style
apart from functionality. In the new season, where
modern design approach meets nature-inspired texture,
form and colours, bedroom designs, which differ from
their counterparts with their refined design details and
the use of high-quality materials, give life to unique,
characterful and stylish spaces.
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NEW

Serene and
Sophisticated Modern
Enriching the natural aesthetics of wood with multiple material
combinations, DORIAN BEDROOM creates a stylized space with
its eye-catching design and functional features. The parquet
surface patterns that accompany the combination of gold
and matte grey colours leave a stylish and refined effect in
bedrooms. In addition to the 5-door wardrobe alternative, 2
different hybrid wardrobe modules with both, doors and slides,
offer an innovative design.

1

2
3
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DORIAN BEDROOM
Special parquet-looking walnut wood
pattern, matte gold and matte grey
surface combination, 3 different
wardrobe alternatives

1. DORIAN WARDROBE
Wardrobe with Sliding
Doors (260 cm),
Wardrobe with Sliding
Doors (220 cm),
5-Door Wardrobe

2. DORIAN BEDFRAME
Bedframe/Base Headboard
(160x200 cm)
Bedframe Base (160x200 cm)
Bed with Steel Storage
(160x200 cm)

3. DORIAN CHEST OF
DRAWERS
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers Mirror
4. DORIAN NIGHTSTAND
OTHER
Ottoman

260
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An Original Construct
of Peace
Reflecting the natural walnut coloured surfaces
and the unique combination of tan colour,
RAUM BEDROOM creates a warm, peaceful and
contemporary ambience. Enza-specific contour
finish applications, golden textured metal handles,
the horizontal and vertical bronze mirror design
emphasize the perfect aesthetics of the series. It
stands out with its wardrobe alternatives of 240 cm
with sliding doors, with 6 folding doors and with
5 doors, as well as alternatives such as bed with
headboard and bedframe with storage.
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RAUM BEDROOM
Natural walnut colour, golden textured
metal handles, bed with headboard and
bedframe with storage options.
1. RAUM WARDROBE
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
6 Door Wardrobe with Folding Doors
5 Door Wardrobe
2. RAUM BEDFRAME
Bed with Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe with Storage (160x200 cm)

1

3. RAUM CHEST OF DRAWERS
Dressing Table
Dressing Table / Chest of Drawers Mirror
4. RAUM NIGHTSTAND
5. RAUM OTTOMAN
2

6. ASTORIA LAMP

6

3

4

5
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Stylish and Refined Effect
PIEDRA BEDROOM with its simple and modern style
reflects a spacious and deep design understanding.
The marble patterns that accompany the combination
of beige and rose colours, leave a stylish and refined
effect in bedrooms.
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ENZA HOME BOOK / EXTRAORDINARY DESIGNS
Standing out with its aesthetic design details, Piedra
Bedroom offers liberating options with 4 different
sizes of wardrobe alternatives including sliding and
lid door options. Offering ample storage space, the
stylish closet interior is complemented by bronze
mirrors that add an elegant sense of depth to the
space.

1

3
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PIEDRA BEDROOM; Beige - marble pattern and rose colour
handle combination, aesthetic rose colour handles 1. PIEDRA
WARDROBE; Special design rose handles, bronze mirror,
wardrobe with sliding doors (240 cm), wardrobe with sliding doors
(220 cm), 6 door wardrobe with folding doors, 5 door wardrobe 2.
PIEDRA BEDFRAME; Headboard, bedframe, steel bedframe with
storage base, 3. PIEDRA CHEST OF DRAWERS; Chest of drawers,
chest of drawers mirror, chest of drawers mirror (metal) 4. PIEDRA
NIGHTSTAND 5. PIEDRA FOOTSTOOL 6. MARSILYA CARPET; Cotton
viscose blend with bright marble look 7. CAPSUL LAMP; Polished
copper colour metal cap, body and base H: 55 cm OTHER
MODULES; Dressing table - chest of drawers, ottoman

6
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Contemporary Luxury
Bringing an elegant remark on contemporary design with its simple yet chic style
and fluent colour combination, ASTORIA BEDROOM reflects a timeless elegancy
with the style in which feminine forms meet with decoration trends. Presenting
an impressive decoration example with the glass cover application on the
wardrobes and the golden colour metal legs with exclusive handles, ASTORIA
BEDROOM creates a chic and yet calm atmosphere with its beautiful design. It
also appeals to the personal choices with 4 different wardrobe alternatives.
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Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe
3 Door Wardrobe
Corner Wardrobe

Presenting an impressive decoration example with the glass cover application on the wardrobes and the golden
colour metal legs with exclusive handles, ASTORIA BEDROOM SET creates a chic and yet calm atmosphere with its
beautiful design. It also appeals to the personal choices with 4 different wardrobe alternatives.

Ottomans, which stand out
as a decorative and
functional detail in the
bedroom, are indispensable
complements of bedroom
furniture with their designs
as well as functionality.

100%
MDF
Lacquer

Specially designed for ASTORIA series, the golden handles
draw attention as a striking detail in the modern and
refined design of the series.
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ELEGANTE BEDROOM
100% natural oakwood veneer and
solid lath application in all modules,
leather with quilted stitches on
headboard
1. ELEGANTE WARDROBE
Natural oakwood veneer, metal stripes
on wardrobe door surfaces
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (260 cm)

2. ELEGANTE BEDFRAME
Bedfame with headboard with
quilted stitches

OTHER MODULES
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Dressing Table - Ottoman

3. ELEGANTE NIGHTSTAND
Natural oakwood veneer and
solid lath application

1

2

3

4

Flawless Aesthetics
Being the breakout star by its flawless design, rich details and
elegant materials, ELEGANTE BEDROOM is representing
timeless elegancy with unique creativity.
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ASTORIA Lamp

With its elegant form with
MDF, glass and brass
combination, Astoria Lamp
stands out with its superior
functional design.

Pen Holder

Touch-operated
opening and
closing function

FOCUS

Light of
Sleep

Lamps, the irreplaceable
elements of bedrooms, besides
being a dim and relaxing light
source for the general ambiance
of the bedroom, are becoming
one of the most important
elements of the decoration in
the way of new trends with their
innovative materials. So what
are the key points of choosing a
lamp for bedrooms?

1. Choose a lamp that will go well with the
dominating colour of your bedroom.
If you want to underline the source of light in
your bedroom, you should prefer remarkable
colours. For more neutral effect, a lamp with a
soft colour is ideal.
2. Shiny metals for a modern and effective
ambiance.
Lamps, which take their place in the new season
in a wide range of colours from copper red to
silver, is adding a modern and stylish touch to
living spaces.

WIRE GOLD
Lamp

ASTORIA
Lamp
GRID
Lamp
TRIPOD
Lamp

3. Earth shades with warm and cozy effects
Lamps with dynamic earth shades are making
the light to spread into the room with much
softer and warmer effect.

PIERO
Lamp

4. Contemporary and outstanding ambiance
with industrial designs
You can create an attractive ambiance by using
trending industrial designs of the new season, in
which natural wood and metal come together.
GAZELLE
Lamp

RATTAN Lamp

STAGE
Lamp

USB input on
lower table
276

SIMENA
Lamp
FOLK
Lamp
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THE SIZE YOU WANT

Bedrooms
FREEDOM
for

160 x 200 CM
150 x 200 CM 180 x 200 CM

1

2
You can choose any kind of bedframe
which is the essential of the bedrooms that
reflects our personality the most, and you
can create your own style.

It may take some time to choose the most
suitable alternative for the bedrooms where we
start off our days, among the bedstead and
bed base alternatives. The first thing you need
to do at this point is to look at the bedframe or
bed base designs that fit your room size.

3
Bases that can be preferred for those who
want to have ample storage space are the
ideal options for those who need order in
the bedrooms.

23
FABRIC
ALTERNATIVES

GREAT
INNOVATION

ENZA
by

278

Enza Home gives you the freedom to choose according to your
style and taste with 23 different colour, fabric and size alternatives
while choosing your base, bedframe and headboard.
For more information please visit Enza Home Showrooms.

4
Select the headboard alternatives that
are suitable for the bedframe or base of
the desired bedroom.

5
Create your style with 23 different colour options
from fabric alternatives such as linen, leather and
velvet that are suitable for your bedframe, base
and headboard.
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TOPIC / OTTOMAN

Freedom
Time of

In the new season, where boundaries disappear and eclectic style
codes come to the fore, the importance of small but effective touches
complementing the decoration increases. Becoming one of the most
important elements of this new approach with the advantages of flexible
use, ottomans are no longer just a side role due to the spread of the use of
multiple colours and materials.
With their comfortable structures, mobility, different forms and variety
of colours, they easily accompany many styles and become a liberating
element in living spaces.

2
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1. ASTORIA Ottoman 2. SIMENA Ottoman 3. PRAGA Ottoman 4. PIEDRA Ottoman 5. ROSA Ottoman
6. ORLANDO Ottoman 7. DOLCE Ottoman 8. ASTORIA Ottoman 9. SIMENA Ottoman 10. VALENTE Ottoman
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FILE
BRIGHT AND FRESH

Gorgeous Tranquility
Combining white colour and wood lacquer application with striking design
details, RATTAN BEDROOM creates an elegant and serene atmosphere. RATTAN
BEDROOM, which stands out with its hazeran pattern applications that give
the series its characteristic, enriches its elegant design with functionality with
4 different wardrobe alternatives and practical module options. Reflecting the
flowing and aesthetic line of the country style with its curved lines, the buller-nail
detailed headboard draws attention as an elegant touch. Standing out with the
use of natural materials and fine workmanship, RATTAN BEDROOM captivates
with its serene and sophisticated effect.
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RATTAN BEDROOM
White colour and wood lacquer applications,
ergonomic handle design special for the series,
bedframe options w/o base

1

2

3

4

1. RATTAN WARDROBE
Wardrobe with Sliding
Doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding
Doors (220 cm)
6 Door Wardrobe
5 Door Wardrobe
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2. RATTAN BEDFRAME
Bedframe / Base Headboard
Bedframe
Steel Base with Storage

3. RATTAN CHEST OF
DRAWERS
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Dressing Table

5. MABEL CARPET BLUE
Cotton & polyester yarn
weaving reflecting the
richness of real handmade
carpet patterns

OTHER MODULES
4. RATTAN NIGHTSTAND Ottoman

5
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NETHA BEDROOM
Walnut colour and linen fabric
look surface combination,
bronze handles, modern and
minimal design.

1. NETHA WARDROBE
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (260 cm)
6 Door Wardrobe with Folding Doors
5 Door Wardrobe
3 Door Wardrobe
2 Door Wardrobe

2. NETHA BEDFRAME
Bedframe / Headboard
Bedframe
Steel Storage Bed
3. NETHA CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers - Dressing
Table Mirror

4. NETHA NIGHTSTAND
5. SERRANO CARPET TERRA
40% viscose texture, modern
design and worn out look,
3 different colour alternatives

Relaxing Center of the Comfort
Enriching its simple yet chic sense of design aesthetically with
cotton beige surfaces and elegant details, NETHA BEDROOM is
reflecting a spectacular example of the contemporary design,
which emerges from the functionality. NETHA BEDROOM, in which
exclusive wooden design details go along with calm and soft
colour combinations, is grabbing attention with its 7 different
wardrobe alternatives and dressing table which lately have
become an essential piece of the bedroom decorations.

6. BASIC SERIES PENDANT LAMP
Geometric form, cap options
in different sizes and colours,
adjustable height
OTHER MODULES
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Dressing Table Ottoman
Footstool
6
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Luxurious Touch of the
Contemporary Design
With its cool and eye-pleasing exclusive details
PRAGA BEDROOM brings a unique touch into
the contemporary design. Balancing the
application of antique brown profile with the
stone colour, PRAGA BEDROOM redefines the
limits of luxury in bedrooms with exclusive
marble pattern design.
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PRAGA BEDROOM
Stone and antique coffee colour
combination, natural marble pattern usage,
solid wooden brass based retro legs

Noble Design

PRAGA
DRESSING
TABLE, which
will be the
irreplaceable
piece of the
bedroom with
its functional
details and
marble surfaces,
completes its
modern design
with a stylish
mirror.

1. PRAGA WARDROBE
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (260 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with sliding doors-mirror (240 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe
2. PRAGA BEDFRAME
Bedframe / Base Headboard
Bedframe
Steel Storage Bed

5. CLAY PENDANT LAMP
Matte clay coloured aluminum cap
Ø: 35 cm, H: 150 cm / Ø: 52 cm, H: 150 cm
6. PUNE CARPET ORANGE
Preventing the dusting and deformation of
carpet piles with its 100% polypropylene
texture, shiny colours
OTHER MODULES
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror (square)
Chest of Drawers Mirror (round)
Dressing table Ottoman

3. PRAGA NIGHTSTAND (RIGHT-LEFT)

Functional Aesthetics

4. PRAGA FOOTSTOOL

Creating a modern
and calm atmosphere
by completing
harmonious colour
combinations with
marble surfaces,
PRAGA WARDROBE
consummates its
natural textures with
functionality.

1

Module Variety

Drawing attention
with its elegant
design, PRAGA 5
Door Wardrobe is
shining out with its
module variety that
meets the different
kinds of decorative
needs.

PRAGA
DRESSING TABLE
Adding refined touches into its
own design by minimal wooden
details and marble texture Praga
Dressoire enriches the retro style
with natural textures.
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CRYSTAL BEDROOM
Resistance to scratching shiny acrylic
surface

ENZA HOME BOOK / BRIGHT AND FRESH

1. CRYSTAL WARDROBE
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (260 cm)

1

2. CRYSTAL BEDFRAME
Base with Leather Headboard
3. CRYSTAL CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
4. CRYSTAL NIGHTSTAND

2

3

4

Noble Duet of the Comfort
Uniting the minimal and chic design line of modernism with noble duet of black and
white, CRYSTAL BEDROOM is carrying the minimal life codes that come together under
the statement of “less is more’’ into bedrooms. With its black and white leather base
alternatives, wardrobe that reflects the combination of acrylic white and black colour
panel, nightstand and 2 different chest of drawers alternatives, CRYSTAL BEDROOM is
attracting attention with the usage alternatives that suit your personal style and needs.
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FOLK BEDROOM
Modern and stylish design,
rose colour ergonomic handle
design, 3 different wardrobe
alternatives
1. FOLK WARDROBE
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors
(220 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe
4 Door Wardrobe

2. FOLK BEDFRAME
Bedframe / Base Headboard
Bedframe
Steel Base with Storage

5. MABEL CARPET GREY
Cotton & polyester yarn weaving
reflecting the richness of real
handmade carpet patterns

3. FOLK CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror

OTHER MODULES
Ottoman

Details That Make Life Better

1

Enriched with functional modules, FOLK BEDROOM brings the elegance
of white colour and marble pattern combination to the bedrooms with
simplicity and modern design. FOLK BEDROOM, offering 3 different wardrobe
alternatives and high chest of drawers choice, offers elegance and
details for practical solutions.

4. FOLK NIGHTSTAND

2
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4

5
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Functional Style

The indispensable pieces of
bedrooms, chest of drawers show
the best examples of functional
aesthetics with different styles
inspired by the natural and
artisanship attitude of the new
season.
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What’s Your Style?
Modern, classic, country, romantic, bold or traditional... Enza Home chest of
drawers collection that addresses many different styles with unique designs takes its
indispensable place in the creative decorations of the new season.

PIEDRA Chest of Drawers

DORIAN Chest of Drawers

VALENTE Chest of Drawers

Simple lines, eye-catching metal details... Piedra
combines the impressive visuality of classical
aesthetics with modernism.

Dorian, which reflects the natural and strong unity of
wood and metal in decoration, has a calm and noble
style.

Bringing its elegant geometric design with the natural
aesthetics of wood, Valente adds a warm and simple
touch to the decoration.

RAUM Chest of Drawers

ASTORIA Chest of Drawers

FOLK Chest of Drawers

Drawing attention with its soft form transitions, Raum
is ideal for modern decoration setups with its goldcoloured texture metal handles.

Astoria offers a stylish and serene
atmosphere with its eye-catching
visual and linear design.

Completing its simple and noble design with
exclusively designed gold handles, Folk adds a
flamboyant approach to modern design.

RATTAN Chest of Drawers

ORLANDO Chest of Drawers

ELEGANTE Chest of Drawers

Revealing its unique aesthetic with the application of
hazeran patterns on drawer doors, Rattan is a stylish
representative of country style.

Emphasizing the elegant appearance of natural wood,
Orlando represents the return to nature in decoration
with exclusively designed raw-look handles.

Exclusive surface paint and masterful touches of hand
work... Elegante redefines contemporary decoration
with an artisan style that is exalted by naturality.
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INNOVATIVE

Hybrid

Technologies
Offering a unique sleeping
experience with its innovative and
pioneering design quality since its
foundation, YATAŞ BEDDING offers
seamless sleeping with HYBRID
SERIES mattresses made up of
various combinations of spring,
visco, foam and fabric technologies
which are suitable for every kind of
body type and personal comfort
needs by taking advantage of the
latest technological developments.
Usage of many different advanced
technologies in the mattresses of
YATAŞ HYBRID SERIES, helps
to protect the spine’s natural
curves overnight while perfectly
complemeting the contemporary
design world of ENZA HOME
which promises a unique visuality,
functionality and comfort. We
examined 5 mattresses within the
HYBRID SERIES collection of Yataş
Bedding, number one mattress
brand of Turkey, that offers a unique
experience of sleeping where the
mental and spiritual renewal needs of
the body is fulfilled.

FIVE-Z MATTRESS

SEVEN-Z MATTRESS

SMART TRACK MATTRESS

Produced by space technology, the
60 DNS visco elastic pads that are
used on both surfaces of the mattress
speed up blood circulation and end
tired awakening. The 5-zone pocket
spring system located at the center of
the mattress provides special support
to 5 different areas of the body which
provides the custom fit to your body
structure.

While providing individual support to
each region of the body with the natural
latex layer and 7 zoned pocket spring
structure, Seven Z Latex mattress
dampens the body pressure and
reduces the turning movements during
sleep by providing a very comfortable
sleep in less position with its flexible
structure.

With the world’s first memorybased spring system Memory Coil
in the Smart Track mattress, your
mattress gets more air and prevents
unwanted springs. It fully responds
to the convex points of the body
such as head, neck, waist, and
hip, and reacts instantly to body
movements.

Head and Neck Pain
It prevents head and neck
pain as well as tension in
the neck muscles with its
spine-friendly structure.

Waist and Spine Support
It maintains the body's natural
spine curve and prevents specific
spine distortions and low back
pain by applying special support
to each body type.

Back Pain
With its advanced design, it maintains the
natural S position of the spine curve and
provides correct support while preventing
the occurrence of waist and back pain.
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ZERO GRAVITY MATTRESS
The world’s most advanced spring
technology Wallaby is only in Yataş
Bedding! Thanks to Wallaby springs
with coil-within-coil technology,
regardless your body profile and
your habits of sleeping, Zero Gravity
provides you the exclusive support
and you do not feel the gravity while
sleeping anymore.

Muscle Protection
Thanks to the pressure it exerts on the body,
it positively affects your sleep position and
prevents stretching the muscles.

SUPPORT LINE MATTRESS
The main feature of the Support Line
mattress is the S-Line Spring System.
The S-Line Spring System, which
consists of double-layer packed steel
springs, has a layout that follows the
body's spine curve. In this way, it
keeps the pressure on the head, neck
and back area at a minimum level
and increases the sleep quality while
reducing rotational movements.

Circulation Problems
It adapts to body movements during sleep
and has a positive effect on blood circulation
with the effect of pressure.

Hip and Joint Pain
It provides special support to the hip
region, which is the most sensitive
part of the spine, and prevents the
occurrence of hip and joint pain.
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Ergocoil Infinity Mattress
One of the four spring technologies developed
by the cooperation of Yataş and the worlds
largest spring manufacturer Leggett & Platt is
the Ergocoil™ spring system. Equipped with
twice as much springs among its kind, the
Ergocoil™ Infinity Mattress provides the spine
with twice as much support and supreme
comfort so that you will not have another
morning when you wake up feeling still tired.
Yataş's unique Ultra Waist waist support
provides extra comfort and this mattress
is going to be an indispensable asset for a
tailor-made, deep sleep thanks to the personal
Adaptive™ technology.

Find the best mattress for you easily with the

Perfect Mattress Search System
Unconscious and trial-and-error mattress choices affect sleep quality and human well-being. In order to prevent all
these negativities, we have prepared Smart Match Mattress Finding Analysis with algorithms which are the result
of detailed researches carried out by Yataş Sleeping Laboratories. The Smart Match application allows you to easily
find the right mattress for yourself by evaluating your specific information and sleeping needs.
Gender

Age

Sleep Position

Height - Weight

Even if the height and weight

Age changes the need
for support of the spine,

structure, weight distribution and

independently of height, and

spine patterns of men and women are

weight.

Mattresses have different
adaptability according to sleeping
position. Therefore, sleep position
information is a very important
parameter for mattress-body
mapping.

Stature changes the pressure applied

measurements are the same, the body

different. For this reason, although the
mattresses are designed

to the mattress. It directly affects

much support the
mattress should provide
for the correct

structured with the

spinal position.

knowledge of gender.

Allergy Risk
(if any)

The pain felt during sleep decreases

Matresses that absorb moisture

If you feel nasal obstruction or pruritus

the quality of sleep, while the pain

from sweating and remove from

irrespective of the season, you may

felt after sleep reduces the

the body, and dry up

have dust mite allergy. It is recommended

quality of life. To reduce

quickly and reduce

that asthma patients choose mattress

pain, a body-compatible

the feeling of

that provide

mattress should

wetness, help to

protection

be selected.

increase sleep

against dust

quality.

mites.

PRO Pocket
2.1 Spring Technology

to the spine. Weight is an important
parameter that determines how

accurate analysis is

Sweating Problem
(if any)

WHAT'S
NEW?

the support that the mattress gives

as unisex, the most

Pain Area
(if any)

YATAŞ
BEDDING

After you answer the
questions in a complete and
correct way, you will be ready
to meet with Yataş sleep with
the results that will be sent to
your e-mail address.
Visit www.yatasbedding.com
and discover the best mattress
options for you with
Smart Match.

MOVE-UP MASTER ADJUSTABLE Base
‘’Technology that combines
pleasure and comfort with
sleep of your dreams MoveUp Master Adjustable Base’’
Get a whole new experience
with the Move-Up Master
Adjustable Base, where you
can find the perfect sleeping
experience and comfort
using the most advanced
technologies in the world. The
Move-Up Master mobile base
with its special motor system
that can move at 5 different
regions will be the new name
of unique comfort.

Propocket 2.1 springs are new generation
reinforced pocket springs. In addition to being
longer lasting and durable, they allow the
mattress to have a hard character without losing
comfort. In this way, the mattress provides a
strong support by fully wrapping the whole body
and prepares a perfect sleeping surface with
high comfort.

DREAMY BABY MATTRESS

Flexbed

Dreamy, a mattress that accompanies your baby's sweet
dreams, and does not interrupt its sleep...

Flexbed is a special design for people who
have frequent overnight guests or for those
living in confined spaces. It takes up little
space with its folding steel bedspring and it
is easily transportable anywhere thanks to its
wheels. With the DHT spring system standing
out for its durability, an anti-allergic Fresche
technology fabric which prevents bad odour
formation and its foldable mattress, Flexbed
is a solution that makes life easier which you
may use for a long time.

Dreamy is a mattress with high-quality inner materials
which parents are looking for their babies. It is including
the Milky fabric, which regulates the sensitive moisture
level of the baby skin and allows the skin to breathe. Its
DHT spring system supports the spine and the microfit
mattress protector consists of a waterproof membrane
technology.
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SUITS TO YOUR BABY'S
SAFETY AND PHYSIOLOGY

ENZA HOME BOOK / SLEEP EXPERIENCE

SPRINGY SERIES
MILKY COMFY POCKET BABY MATTRESS

New Baby Collection; Yataş Mini...
By Yataş

Milk is one of the main food sources that we need
most from birth and for the healthy development
of our body. In addition to the numerous benefits
of milk, casein proteins in it in particular also help
to nourish the skin. Milky fabric, made from milk
fibers to take advantage of these properties of
milk, protects the sensitive skin of infants and
your baby sleeps healthily.

Yataş now carries many years of sleep expertise into the sleeping world of cute
toddlers. Yataş Mini offers the largest baby sleep collection in Turkey, which supports
the development of the spine of babies, suitable for sensitive skin and does not
contain harmful chemicals and is prepared with quality materials.
Let the parents who want the best and safest for their babies be comfortable and
the babies grow up with health...

FOAMY SERIES
COTTONY BABY MATTRESS

Baby Mattresses with
the LGA Certificate
from Yataş Mini!
High Safety and Ergonomics for Your Baby with LGA® Certificate!
Springy Series mattresses in Yataş Mini Collection have been
awarded the LGA® Ergonomics certification, which is only given
to products that meet high safety and quality standards in
Germany in the fields of baby body ergonomics, Microbiology and
Biomechanics.

HYGIENIC SLEEP SURFACE SUITABLE FOR
YOUR BABY'S SENSITIVE SKIN!
Cottony Baby Mattress provides a hygienic
environment thanks to its washable fabric, and it has
two different mattress surfaces which support the
development of the spine according to your baby's
age thanks to its inner structure consisting of cotton
and Support+ foam.

PLAYGROUND SERIES
LILY PLAYGROUND MATTRESS

With Breathable
Milky Fabric and
Cotton Filler,
Your Baby Is Very
Comfortable
Playing and
Sleeping!

Lily playground mattress reduces the risk of the baby
being breathless when lying face down with high
air permeability while creating a natural sleeping
environment with cotton filling. Milky fabric obtained
from milk fibers regulates the baby's sensitive skin
moisture level. Lily is ideal for both sleep and leisure
hours with its special washable fabric.
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Visit www.yatasbedding.com to review the Yataş Mini Collection
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"Correct Support with Special Spring Technology Developed for Those Who Require Hard Mattress"

Orthopedic Support
Specially developed with Yataş's Propocket 2.1 spring technology to provide
the most accurate support to the back and waist area, which is an innovative
mattress that those who prefer hard surfaces can't be indifferent.
Thanks to the Propocket 2.1 special spring system, the Orthopedic Support
mattress which has a harder, stronger mattress surface, provides the right
support by holding your body. Although the surface of the mattress is hard,
there is no deterioration in its orthopedic structure.
Special for Hard Mattress Fans
Propocket 2.1 Spring System
It is a spring system that moves independently from each other, each individually packaged in a fabric cover.
Propocket 2.1 spring system, which was formed by the development of pocket springs has thicker springs.
Thus, it creates a harder and stronger bearing surface. It is ideal for those who prefer a hard mattress to
provide proper support to the back and waist areas.

High Comfort
VZSTM Technology

Hybrid Series

Orthopedic Support
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Variable zone body suspension
system provides high-comfort
and proper body support. It
applies less pressure at convex
points such as shoulders, basins
and joints and thus allows you to
feel less fatigue.

Supreme Humidity
Management
AdaptiveTM
Adaptive™ technology is a fabric
technology exclusively from Yataş
that provides individual thermal
comfort. Smart material and
Design award-winning Adaptive™
distributes humidity up to 67%
more and evaporates it up to 25%
faster, creating a climate effect
suitable to the body structure. It
customizes your mattress during
sleep thanks to the supreme
moisture management equipped
with smart materials.
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DOLARES Base with Headboard

INFO

Dolores Base, where design and functionality
are combined, offers a different design with
quilted details on the edges compared to other
bases. You can combine with the Dolares XL
headboard with the same quilting patterns, or
choose the headboard and pattern you want
from the wide headboard portfolio.

Functional bases for
perfect sleep
Enza Home combines your personal needs in bedroom decoration with high
comfort, style and functionality with its bedframe with storage collection which
interprets rich fabric and colour applications with eye-catching designs and creates
unlimited options for different tastes and needs.

SIDNEY Base - Dormis Headboard
Sidney base will create an comfortable atmosphere
in your bedroom with its aesthetic details. The high
leg design allows easy cleaning without the need
for moving the base. You can also complement your
Sidney base, also designed with a storage unit, with
a headboard from our collection that will match your
personal taste.

LISBON Base

With Lisbon Base’s large storage space, which
makes elegance and functionality an integral part
of your bedroom, everything is in place. Restore
the look of your bedroom with the Lisbon Base,
which offers the ease of combining with different
headboards in 5 colour charts and 29 different
colours.

CAMIRA Base with Headboard

Standing out with its modern design approach, Camira Storage
Bed brings contemporary and stylized bedrooms to life with its
functional features that make life easier. Combining aesthetics
and functional details that make life easier, Camira Storage Bed
creates convenient storage areas with its large interior volume,
while providing ease of cleaning with its high leg structure.

Regardless of style, size or material, bases are the basic element of bedrooms. While Yataş Bedding combines
maximum ergonomics with long-lasting and stylish bedding designs by using all the possibilities of the latest
technological developments in its field, it also does not ignore functionality. Yataş Bedding, which cares about the
design function in our living spaces whose square meters are getting smaller and smaller nowadays, reveals the most
elegant forms of functional design with its bases that create a wonderful storage area for excess and save space in the
area where it is used.

Yataş bases and headboards are available at Enza Home and Yataş Bedding showrooms.
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GRANDE Base with Headboard

Grande base, with which you will make a magic
touch to your bedroom with its special design, will be
indispensable with its aesthetic appearance as well as
its large internal volume.
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ACTUAL

Dressing Table

Leaving a mark on our memories as a nostalgic detail,
dressing tables are coming back as the new favourite pieces
of the season. Creating an ideal place for personal and daily
care, graceful dressing tables are settling on the center
of bedroom decoration by providing functional details by
means of their mirrors and special storage sections while
completing the bedroom sets elegantly.

DORIAN Dressing Table
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Netha Dressing Table
Combining its modern design with walnut colour and
linen fabric-like surface combination, Netha Dressing
Table completes its design with bronze handle details.

Praga Dressing Table
Drawing attention with its retro
style that comes to foreground by
geometrical lines, Praga Dressing Table
creates natural and stylish atmosphere
in the decoration with marble patterns
that were designed exclusively for Enza.

Rattan Dressing Table
The Rattan Dressing Table, which carries the warm
texture of the wood in every detail, creates a flawless
appearance with its ergonomic handle design in
special form and colour revealing the style of the
series and its elegant style.

Alessa Dressing Table
Creating a strong impression with
natural oak texture and exclusive
leather handle design, Alessa
Dressing Table brings its retro
style together with the minimal
elegancy by means of handcrafted
design details.

Rosa Dressing Table
Enriching modern design style
with creative mirror design, Rosa
Dressing Table draws attention with
its minimal and elegant effect.

ASTORIA Dressing Table
Glorifying the feminine design line
with golden leg and handles the
Astoria Dressing Table impresses with
its extraordinary noble style.

Orlando Dressing Table
Orlando Dressing Table presents
itself as an exclusive piece
of the series with decorative
storage sections for jewels
and cloud shaped mirror that
completes its minimal design
perfectly.
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ACTUAL
DRESSING ROOMS

Personal
Shrines of
Urban Life
As a result of the versatile needs and
habits of city life, the number of our
clothes and personal accessories,
which are diversified day by day,
has also started to increase. In this
direction, wardrobes, which are
squeezed into bedrooms as functional
decorative items continue to be
included in our lives by transforming
into dressing rooms as a separate
living space.
Emerging as a decorative response
to our increasing needs in this area,
dressing room designs, which make
everyday life easier with solutions
aiming at maximum functionality,
redefine the urban decoration style
with design advantages that provide a
perfect layout.

ORLANDO Dolap
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SONA Wardrobe

WARDROBE WITH SLIDING DOORS
(240 cm)

6 DOOR WARDROBE
(270 cm)

5 DOOR WARDROBE
(226 cm)

Unlimited Usage
The wardrobes are with unlimited module options,
design alternatives and maximum functionality
in the new season. With its wide range of
storage options and special-purpose sections,
the wardrobes offer an unlimited decoration
experience with modern designs with maximum
functions that vary in the light of new trends.
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4 DOOR WARDROBE
(180 cm)

3 DOOR WARDROBE
(135 cm)

2 DOOR WARDROBE
(90 cm)

CORNER WARDROBE
(150 cm)
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FILE
NATURAL TEXTURES

The Warmth of Wood
In the new season, the formula for creating spaces with a soul,
positioned at the center of decoration, goes through designs
that integrate with materials inspired by the nature. Wooden
designs, which are on the rise with this trend, are best suited to
bedrooms, the most personal spaces of the house, with their
strong, warm and reassuring energies.
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SONA BEDROOM
Light walnut and metallic brown colour
combination, bronze handle design, 7
different wardrobe alternatives

2. SONA BEDFRAME
Bedframe / Base Headboard
Bedframe
Steel Storage Bed

1. SONA WARDROBE
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
6 Door Wardrobe
5 Door Wardrobe
4 Door Wardrobe - new
3 Door Wardrobe - new
2 Door Wardrobe - new
Corner Wardrobe with Folding Doors

3. SONA CHEST OF DRAWERS
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror

4. SONA NIGHTSTAND
5. FOOTSTOOL

Alluring Grace of
Nature
Interpreting the natural and strong
effect of wood in decoration with special
design details, SONA BEDROOM provides
a contemporary elegance. It creates a
warm and inviting ambience with natural
colour transitions from light walnut to
metallic brown. It combines contemporary
aesthetics with functionality with options
of wardrobes with 5 and 6 doors as well as
wardrobe with sliding doors with bronze
mirror application.

1

2

3

4
5
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ORLANDO BEDROOM
Specially designed wooden handles

ENZA HOME BOOK / NATURAL TEXTURES

1. ORLANDO WARDROBE
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (260 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (220 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe
4 Door Wardrobe
3 Door Wardrobe - new
2 Door Wardrobe - new
Corner Wardrobe with Folding Doors

Peaceful Sleep
of the Nature
ORLANDO BEDROOM, which
brings the peaceful energy
of the nature into the living
spaces, is at Enza Home
showrooms with its specially
designed wooden handles,
2 different wardrobe module
options.

2. ORLANDO BEDFRAME
Bedframe / Base Headboard
Bedframe
Steel Storage Bed

4. ORLANDO NIGHTSTAND
OTHER MODULES
Ottoman

3. ORLANDO CHEST
OF DRAWERS
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing
Table Mirror

1

High Chest
of Drawers
alternative
2

Wardrobe
alternatives
in 6 different
sizes

3

4
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VALENTE BEDROOM
Natural wooden surface and bronze
mirror combination

ENZA HOME BOOK / NATURAL TEXTURES

Bronze Age of Design

1. VALENTE WARDROBE
7 different wardrobe alternatives
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (260 cm)
6 Door Wardrobe (270 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe (220 cm)
4 Door Wardrobe (180 cm)
Corner Wardrobe (90 cm)

It is easier than you think to make a difference in
the decoration with functional modules and fine
details of VALENTE BEDROOM. The bronze mirrors
that are on the wardrobe and dressing table, will
reflect the beauty of your home.

3. VALENTE CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Ottoman
4. VALENTE NIGHTSTAND
5. PIER PENDANT LAMP
Metal cap with raw concrete
appearence, transpetrant cabe with
steel rope Ø: 40 cm, H: 150 cm

2. VALENTE BEDFRAME
Headboard with geometric stitches,
Bedframe / Headboard
Bedframe
Steel Storage Bed

1

6 different
wardrobe
alternatives

2

3

5

4
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ROSA BEDROOM
Natural walnut coating and wardrobe
alternatives in different sizes

ENZA HOME BOOK / NATURAL TEXTURES

1. ROSA WARDROBE
Exclusive designed rose coloured handles,
bronze mirror
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (210 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe (220 cm)

Striking Details, Aesthetic Forms
ROSA BEDROOM creates a fresh atmosphere in your bedroom with its contemporary
structure and aesthetic details. Combining natural walnut coating with the bronze
mirrors, Rosa Bedroom will express different kind of beauty each new day.

2. ROSA BEDFRAME
Fabric headboard with button details
Bedframe / Headboard
Bedframe
Steel Storage Bed

3. ROSA CHEST OF DRAWERS
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Ottoman
4. ROSA NIGHTSTAND
5. MABEL CARPET
Cotton & polyester woven reflecting the
richness of genuine handmade carpet
designs

1

2

3

High chest of drawers
and dressing table
alternative
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Vibrant Gardens
Spring's

Offering a stylish dynamism to bedrooms with the harmony and
patterns of vibrant colours, Lumi Duvet Cover Set adds a special
touch to bedrooms with lace details.
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Innovations in Home Textile

CORAL EFFECT
IN BEDROOMS

Fidel Bedspread is designed for
those who want to make a difference in
their bedrooms with its special texture,
elegant tassels and coral colour.

Distinctive Touches
Decorative pillows that bring the sea theme, the coolness
of the ocean blue and the peaceful colour of the corals to
your rooms allow you to make remarkable combinations
with their colour and pattern diversity.

MODERN AND CHIC
With its soft texture made of

BRIGHT AND ELEGANT

100% cotton and elegant palm

Combining natural and durable ranforce
fabric quality with plain and stylish
patterns, the Lapis Duvet Cover Set
creates a bright and elegant atmosphere in
bedrooms.

patterns, Moren Satin Duvet
Cover Set adds a modern and
stylish style to bedrooms.

Places Far Away From Ordinary
Vivid colours, the most elegant expression of
getting rid of the ordinary in decoration and adding
movement to living spaces, give bedrooms a creative
and stylish look with the Skyway Collection.
Inspired by the vibrant rainbow colours, this
dynamic collection appeals to those who want to
create different effects in their bedrooms with its
versatile energetic designs. It brings an extraordinary
movement to bedrooms with the perfect harmony of
warm and cold tones of the colour palette and tassel
details.
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Softness and elegance
together...
The brightness of satin
and soft texture met with
Yataş quality in the Raso
Duvet Cover Set. Raso
Satin Duvet Cover Set from
the Natural Line Series
inspired by nature, with
gray, beige and brown
colour alternatives, will bring
beauty and elegance to your
bedroom with its simple
design and relaxing soft
cotton structure.

For Yataş Home Textile
product range
www.yatasbedding.com
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Noble and Stylish

Sofia
WEDDING SET

Adriana Wedding Set, which draws
attention with its noble and stylish
design details, creates a rich, serene
appearance in bedrooms.

Sofia Wedding Set includes; Evening Bedspread Set, Embroidered Duvet Cover Set, Embroidered Family Bathrobe Set, Emboss Blanket, Quilt, Pillow and Undersheet.

Touching
Patterns

With its traditional designs and unique fabric quality,
Sofia Wedding Set is ideal for those who want to
create an elegant and beautiful effect in the bedrooms.

Elena
WEDDING SET

Elegance
in the
Fabric

Adriana

Duvet Cover & Bedspread Set
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Adriana Duvet Cover
& Bedspread Set;
Includes Evening
Bedspread Set and
Embroidered Duvet
Cover Set.

Reflecting an
extraordinary appearance
with its beauty and
elegance, Elena
Wedding Set brings
a new perspective to
the decoration with its
charming patterns and
eye-catching fabric.
Elena Wedding Set includes; Evening Bedspread Set, Embroidered Duvet Cover Set,
Embroidered Family Bathrobe Set, Emboss Blanket, Quilt, Pillow and Undersheet.
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INFO

Invitation to Sleep
Sleep covers nearly one third of human life, the body repairs
itself and stores the required energy through this regenerative
process. As well as the process itself, sleeping conditions
and how well you sleep are the most important factors that
determine the quality of sleep and body regeneration.
YATAŞ shapes the White Bedding Products with its innovative
design approach and invites you to a healthy, uninterrupted and
qualitative sleep experience. This includes standard designs that
do not compromise quality, with durability, offering Dacron®
products and the therapeutic medical series.
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WHICH PILLOW?

VISCO THERAPY NECK
Helps neck and shoulder
muscles rest with its shape
accommodating the spine
structure.

Picking the correct pillow is one of the most important factors of
experiencing the true effects of a rejuvenating and refreshing sleep.
If you don’t have a suitable pillow for your body’s needs, you haven’t
yet experienced a quality sleep. Is your pillow actually the right one
for you? In order to find out now, take a look at our quiz that will
introduce you to your pillow of true sleep experience!

VISCO THERAPY BALANCE
Molds to the head and neck
using its heat sensitive material
and relieves the pressure points
on the body.

Shoulder-Neck
Please check later
Do you suffer
from chronic pain?

NO

Head-Neck
BAMBOO PILLOW

START!
Do you need
a new pillow?

Room
Temperature

Do you have
night sweats?

Stabilizes heat and
allows the body to breath
throughout the night with
dehumidifying properties.

HOLLOFIL® ALLERBAN®

YES

Removes elements that
cause allergic reactions
and respiratory tract
diseases.
Do you have
allergies?
CLIMARELLE® COOL

Do you prefer to sleep in
a cool environment or at
standard room temperature?
Cool
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For more Yataş White Bedding products, visit www.yatasbedding.com

Prevents sleep interruptions
due to overheating with
its cooling effects.
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FOUR SEASON QUILT

One of the most important factors determining sleep health is keeping body temperature in balance.
In order to provide the ideal sleep temperature, which varies according to the external conditions, the
choice of duvet in accordance with changing seasonal temperatures and personal preferences is
a must for an excellent sleeping experience. Yataş quilts that offer solutions according to changing
seasonal conditions with high technology filling materials guarantee the most comfortable state of
sleep with the options that provide maximum adaptation to personal needs.

SUMMER QUILT
Dacron® Climarelle® Cool Quilt
It keeps your body temperature
constant during the temperature
changes between cool nights and hot
mornings in summer. Blue interlining
is a special primer produced with
micro-capsule technology that creates
air conditioning effect. It provides a
balanced sleep with its cooling effect
and heat transfer.

Climarelle® is a soft stretch liner with a high-tech
microcapsule. Since microcapsules are on the surface
of the lining, they adapt quickly to temperature changes.
The filling fibers of this product consist of very thin and
very light fibers which are specially combined to provide
maximum comfort with minimum weight.

Wool fiber products provide natural thermal insulation.
They are moisture-retaining, healthy and non-allergic
and have a natural spring effect. Due to special
treatments, Yataş Superwashed wool products are
washable and lint-free.

WINTER QUILT
Superwashed Wool Quilt
It is an ideal choice for winter quilts with
natural wool filling material that prevents
heat loss. Yataş Superwashed Comforter
combines Woolmark approved wool
naturalness with its washable feature.

If the fiber is hollow just like a pipe, it is called a spongy
fiber. Quallofil® Air has a single hole but is so large that
there is a 33% air gap. This makes the quilt very light
and airy.

4-SEASON QUILT
Dacron® Microfiber Quallofil®
Air 4-Season Quilt
Dacron® Quallofil® fiber contains 33%
air. Special fibers create a pleasant
microclimate all night long by reducing
moisture build-up while air circulation
is performed. It is suitable for use in 4
seasons thanks to this special structure.
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For our other quilts

you can review www.yatasbedding.com
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Collection

MEASUREMENTS
DINING ROOMS
Collection

ANGEL

ASTORIA

CRYSTAL

DORIAN

ELEGANTE

FOLK

NAVONA

NETHA

ORLANDO

Module
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Table (Fixed)
Table (Extendable)
Highboard
Angel Chair
Angel Promo Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Sabit Masa - Oval
Table (Fixed)
Table (Extendable)
Astoria Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Table (Extendable)
Table (Fixed)
Table (Wooden Surface)
Table (Glass Surface)
Crystal Plus Chair
Crystal Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Table (Fixed)
Table (Extendable)
Dorian Chair
Dorian Bench
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Table (Wooden Surface)
Table (Glass Surface with Marble Texture)
Table (Marble Surface)
Elegante Chair
Elegante Chair with Handle
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Table (Fixed)
Table (Extendable)
Highboard
Fixed Table with Wooden Legs
Folk Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Sideboard Mirror
Table (Extendable)
Table (Fixed)
Highboard
Navona Chair
Navona Armrest Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Table (Extendable)
Table (Fixed)
Table (Extendable)
Netha Chair
Netha Promo Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Table (Fixed)
Table (Extendable)
Orlando Chair

ANGEL

ASTORIA
CRYSTAL

DINING ROOMS
W
2273
920
2157
1667-2000
1114
535
435
2058
920
2400
1824
1820-2220
510
2200
2200
1800-2200
1800
2000
2000
480
443
2071
800
2050
1600
535
1100
2200
1570
2095
2095
1800
520
520
2012
820
1600
1600-2000
1002
1800
477
2194
800
600
1700-2100
2200
1096
510
510
2006
1346
1900-2300
2000
1600-2000
495
475
2000
1454
1600
1600-2000
480

H
919
965
758
761
1469
915
920
794
920
760
762
767
810
755
500
759
759
760
752
900
890
800
730
1030
767
635
400
855
770
1095
1095
761
965
965
791
820
753
759
1629
766
840
802
800
600
773
769
1402
860
860
797
506
767
761
767
865
900
500
720
756
761,5
890

D
589
35
1113
969
593
600
598
500
22
1040
950
950
560
500
30
1000
1000
1000
1000
500
415
501
37
763
900
855
450
523
54
775
776
950
620
620
470
26
900
900
460
900
564
496
30
30
900
1100
465
615
615
499
22
1100
1100
900
585
525
825
22
900
900
510

Collection

PIEDRA

PRAGA

RATTAN

RAUM

ROSA

SİMENA

SONA

VALENTE

VIENNA

Module
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Sideboard Mirror (Metal)
Fixed Table with Wooden Legs
Extendable Table with Wooden Legs
Piedra Chair
Piedra Plus Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror (Round)
Table (Fixed)
Table (Extendable)
Praga Chair
Praga Promo Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Extendable Table with Wooden Legs
Fixed Table with Wooden Legs
Highboard
Rattan Promo Chair
Rattan Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Table (Fixed)
Table (Extendable)
Table (Extendable) - Large
Highboard
Raum Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Table (Extendable)
Table (Fixed) - Oval
Table (Fixed)
Rosa Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Fixed Table with Wooden Legs
Table (Fixed)
Table (Extendable)
Highboard
Simena Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Table (Fixed)
Table (Extendable)
Sona Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Table (Extendable)
Table (Fixed)
Valente Chair
Sideboard
Sideboard Mirror
Table (Round)
Table (Round - Glass)
Table (Oval - Glass)
Table (Oval)
Highboard
Vienna Chair (Wooden Legs)
Vienna Chair (Metal Legs)

W
2072
900
1530
1800
1600-2000
500
500
2216
900
2000
1600-2000
510
510
2040
915
1600-2000
1800
1034
470
460
2080
950
1800
1600-2000
1800-2200
1000
510
2078
800-500
1600-2000
1900
1600
480
2052
800
1800
1600
1600-2000
1060
445
1996
600-500-400
1800
1600
451
2070
600
1600-2000
1600
477
2127
524
1400
1400
2200
2200
904
510
550

H
798
900
600
761
766
945
880
806
900
754
767
810
815
876
900
766
762
1767
965
980
835
400
760
765,5
765,5
1603
855
780
800-500
764
749
760
900
797
910
766
753
759
1559
920
780
600-500-400
753
758,5
930
817
520
764
760
840
830
1050
750
755
755
750
1668
855
845

D
500
25
36
950
900
610
610
500
22
1100
900
600
600
497
30
900
950
497
600
500
500
24
950
950
950
480
510
500
24-22
900
1100
900
590
484
22
1000
900
900
460
598
480
22
950
900
587
520
22
900
900
564
545
30
1400
1400
1100
1100
421
630
620

DORIAN

ELEGANTE
FOLK
NAVONA
NETHA

ORLANDO

PIEDRA

PRAGA
RATTAN

RAUM

ROSA
SIMENA
SONA

VALENTE

VIENNA

Module
TV Bench
Back Panel
Upper Wall Unit - Left
Upper Wall Unit - Right
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
Upper Wall Unit
Wall Unit (180 cm)
2 Doors Lower Tv Unit
2 Doors Upper Tv Unit
2-Drawer Tv Unit
TV unit with 2 open racks
Single Module
Back Panel
Metal Module with Shelf
TV Bench
Upper Wall Unit - Left
Upper Wall Unit - Right
TV Bench
Upper Cabinet with Door
TV Bench
Back Panel
TV Bench
TV Bench - Small
Upper Cabinet with Door
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
Upper Cabinet with Door
Back Panel
TV Bench
TV Bench (with Storage)
Side Module
Upper Cabinet with Door
Open Shelf Cabinet
TV Bench
Upper Cabinet
TV Bench
Upper Cabinet with Door
TV Bench
TV Bench (with Storage)
Midi TV Unit
Bookshelf
Upper Cabinet
Side Cabinet with Glass Door
Upper Cabinet with Lifting Doors
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
Door Wardrobe - Large
Door Wardrobe - Small
TV Bench
Upper Cabinet
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
Upper Cabinet
TV Bench - Large
TV Bench - Small
Wall Unit with Door and Shelf
Wall Unit with Door
Side Cabinet
TV Bench
TV Bench (with Storage)
Upper Module

LIVING ROOMS
W
2273
1235
330
330
2402
2052
364
1800
1200
1200
1366
1366
690
1366
1204
2400
540
540
2102
504
2400
2396
2402
1802
400
2490
1678
505
1675
2000
1608
804
802
800
2196
1958
2040
2040
2.000
1352
1352
1352
324
750
1352
2484
1504
2484
952
2060
330
2000
1600
428
2412
1608
706
706
1010
2000
2420
575

H
519
902
902
902
506
506
1000
300
458
605
354
354
354
1.056
1056
724
1000
1000
561
900
550
820
727
727
1000
475
475
1010
940
511
422
421
466
230
506
855
632
319
521
380
1.600
1.600
890
1600
300
682
682
626
322
627
750
704
704
866
614
614
802
802
666
521
454
855

D
588
68
241
241
500
500
300
250
450
450
470
470
470
136
234
473
263
263
460
238
500
88
499
499
270
500
500
238
48
460
460
460
300
258
500
331
497
312
480
480
480
480
300
400
250
468
450
300
300
460
250
480
480
258
500
500
268
268
500
545
545
322

Collection
ALESSA
ANGEL
ASTORIA
BRERA

CARINO

CHELSEA
COSMO
DOLCE
DORIAN
FABIA
FIORE
FOLK

GIORNO

GRAVITY PLUS

MAISON

MARLENA
MERIDA
MERLIN

NAVONA

NETHA
NUVO PLUS
ORFE
PIEDRA

Module
3-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
2-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
Armchair
3-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
Armchair
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
2-Seat Sofabed
Single Sofabed
3-Seat Sofabed
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofabed
2-Seat Sofabed
Armchair
3-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
2-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
Armchair
4-Seat Sofa
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair (Fixed Leg)
Armchair (Swivel Leg)
3,5-Seat Sofa
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
4-Seat Sofa
3-Seat Sofa
Armchair (Fixed Leg)
Armchair (Swivel Leg)
3-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofa
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
4-Seat Sofa
3-Seat Sofabed
3-Seat Sofa
2,5-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofabed
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofabed
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair

W
2300
730
2370
2000
710
2340
1940
800
2450
2090
820
2450
2450
2100
720
2320
2080
780
1600
930
2230
2060
710
2330
2130
800
2150
1850
780
2150
2050
830
2240
1940
710
2700
2300
2000
780
780
2500
2200
1800
680
2470
2270
710
710
2430
2130
750
2380
2180
860
2350
1800
740
2860
2450
2450
2250
830
2380
2100
790
2160
1860
800
2300
2020
730
2320
2030
680

H
810
1000
900
900
920
850
850
870
800
800
920
960
960
960
840
810
810
1010
810
810
810
810
995
770
770
930
840
840
910
780
780
980
880
880
980
690
690
690
770
770
850
850
850
950
790
790
920
920
1000
1000
850
850
850
820
850
850
960
800
800
800
800
880
940
865
880
840
840
880
850
850
880
750
750
930

D
890
770
102
102
73
900
900
880
960
960
930
980
980
980
480
1000
1000
860
860
860
960
960
940
930
930
550
920
920
920
1050
1050
900
910
910
910
960
960
960
800
800
1030
1030
1030
870
1020
1020
840
840
830
830
900
960
960
910
1000
1000
880
1000
1000
1000
1000
920
800
800
900
900
900
780
920
920
800
920
870
850

W: Width, H: Height, D: Depth, L: Length, ø: Diameter / Measurements are given in mm.
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LIVING ROOMS
Collection
PONTE
ROSA
SIMENA

SMART

SONA
VALDERA
VIENNA

Module
3-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofabed
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
2-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
Armchair
3-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
2.5-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
2-Seat Sofabed (Storage)
Single Sofa
3-Seat Sofabed
2-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofa
Armchair
3-Seat Sofa
Armchair (Fixed Leg)
Armchair (Swivel Leg)

COFFEE TABLES
W
2340
1770
760
2190
1960
800
2160
1900
780
2120
1820
1520
850
2180
1900
760
2560
840
2400
730
710

H
810
810
850
780
780
930
810
810
880
810
810
810
810
760
760
870
820
910
770
820
920

D
1000
940
850
980
930
900
950
950
840
920
920
920
920
910
910
850
990
880
980
860
840

Collection
ANGEL
ART
ASTORIA
CARMINA
CRYSTAL
DORIAN
ELEGANTE
FIGURE
FOLK

GIORNO

CORNER SOFA SETS
Collection

ARTE

CITY

GIORNO
MARTHA

MAYFAIR

MERLIN
NETHA

NORTE

Module
Armchair
Triple Module with Left Armrest
Triple Module with Right Armrest
Double Module
Right Relaxing Module
Left Relaxing Module
Double Module with Right Armrest
Double Module with Left Armrest
Double Module with Coffee Table
Right Finishing Unit
Left Finishing Unit
Corner Module
Double Module
Single Module
Large Ottoman
Ottoman with Table
L-Corner
Corner Sofa Set with Table
Corner Sofa Set without Table
Ottoman
Corner Sofabed Set (Storage)
Armchair
Single Module
Double Module
Right Relaxing Module
Left Relaxing Module
Double Module with Right Armrest
Double Module with Left Armrest
Corner Module
Ottoman
Corner Sofabed Set
Corner Sofabed Set
Armchair
Single Module
Double Module
Right Relaxing Module
Left Relaxing Module
Double Module with Right Armrest
Double Module with Left Armrest
Corner Module
Pentagonal Corner Module
Ottoman

W
730
2400
2400
2250
1110
1110
2250
2250
2250
1110
1110
920
1760
900
1270
510
2740
3090
3020
960
2400
720
870
1730
1080
1080
1860
1860
960
850
2770
2980
790
880
1750
1720
1720
1860
1860
980
2240
980

H
890
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
870
870
870
400
400
690
690
690
430
850
850
800
800
800
800
800
800
800
430
850
750
900
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
830
440

D
710
950
950
950
1680
1680
950
950
950
950
950
920
920
920
920
920
1620
3020
2720
700
1480
900
980
980
1760
1760
980
980
980
850
1760
950
880
980
980
980
980
980
980
980
1810
980

GONG

LOOP

LORA
MAESTRO
MESH
NAVONA

NETHA
NORDIC
ORFE
ORLANDO
PIEDRA
PRAGA
RATTAN
RAUM
SİMENA

SOLARO

SONA
VALENTE
VALS
VIENNA
WOODY

340

Module
Coffee Table
Side Table
3-Piece Coffee Table - Small
3-Piece Coffee Table - Medium
3-Piece Coffee Table - Large
Coffee Table
Side Table
Coffee Table - Rectangular
Coffee Table - Square
Side Table - Square
Coffee Table
Side Table
Coffee Table
Side Table
Lounge Ottoman
Coffee Table
Side Table - Marble
Side Table
Nesting Table
Coffee Table
Coffee Table - Metal Legs
Side Table - Metal Legs
Sofa Table
Side Table - Cream
Coffee Table
Side Table - Black
Coffee Table
Side Table
Side Table with Mirror
Coffee Table - Square
Coffee Table - Square
Side Table - Square
Side Table - Square
Glass Side Table with Shelf
Nesting - Large
Nesting - Medium
Nesting - Small
Coffee Table
Side Table
Nesting - Large
Nesting - Small
Coffee Table
Coffee Table with Ottoman
Side Table
Coffee Table
Side Table
Square Coffee Table
Square Side Table
Coffee Table
Side Table
Coffee Table - Walnut
Side Table - Ecru
Side Table - Anthracite
Coffee Table
Side Table
Coffee Table
Side Table
Coffee Table
Coffee Table
Side Table - Small
Side Table - Large
Coffee Table - Rectangular
Coffee Table - Square
Side Table
Coffee Table - Rectangular
Coffee Table
Side Table
Rectangular Coffee Table - Anthracite
Square Coffee Table - Walnut
Long Coffee Table - Marble Pattern
Side Table - Walnut
Side Table - Anthracite
Side Table - Marble Pattern
Coffee Table
Coffee Table - Glass
Side Table
Coffee Table
Side Table
Coffee Table
Side Table
Coffee Table
Side Table
Side Table - High
Side Table - Large
Side Table - Medium
Side Table - Small

W
1024
378
345
460
550
1040
600
1250
1000
460
1100
450
957
468
540
1050
525
525
680
900
1025
500
900
495
1300
495
800
360
430
950
1300
489
465
542
549
484
420
1200
550
510
395
1320
480
430
1010
535
900
450
920
510
817
450
567
910
510
995
400
1000
900
414
414
1200
900
500
1350
950
500
890
650
1390
380
320
410
900
1196
500
1000
500
1030
485
1030
468
468
660
530
475

CARPETS
H
355
552
585
522
455
350
530
368
368
468
353
498
439
552
310
416
415
415
500
414
379
474
579
548
348
548
387
432
496
414
392
552
552
542
518
473
428
375
580
518
468
408
435
551
490
560
398
548
355
550
350
510
410
350
550
400
730
428
900
478
538
420
320
520
396
380
525
374
374
374
544
494
594
437
429
553
381
476
346
481
350
452
552
380
340
420

D
1024
378
345
460
550
1040
600
700
1000
460
1100
450
957
468
540
525
525
525
400
900
1025
500
401
300
750
300
800
360
430
950
1300
489
465
555
440
440
440
750
550
510
395
650
480
430
990
535
900
450
920
510
817
450
567
910
510
995
400
1000
406
414
414
700
900
500
700
950
500
650
500
300
380
320
410
900
653
500
1000
500
1030
485
1030
468
468
655
570
475

Collection
Bled
Bled
Bled
Bled
Bled
Cove
Cove
Cove
Liberta
Liberta
Liberta
Liberta
Liberta
Mabel
Mabel
Marsilya
Marsilya
Marsilya
Martha
Martha
Martha
Netha
Netha
Netha
Norte
Norte
Norte
Orfe
Orfe
Orfe
Ornella
Ornella
Ornella
Ornella
Ornella
Passage
Passage
Perla
Pompom
Pompom
Pune
Pune
Pune
Santana
Santana
Santana
Santana
Santana
Serrano
Serrano
Soho Morocco
Soho Morocco
Soho Morocco
Soho Patchwork
Vera

W
1000
1000
1200
1600
2000
1200
1400
1700
800
800
1200
1600
2000
1600
1900
1200
1600
1950
1200
1550
1900
1200
1600
2000
1400
1600
2000
1200
1600
2000
800
800
1200
1600
2000
1400
1550
1600
1200
1400
1200
1400
1600
1000
1000
1200
1600
2000
1600
2000
1200
1600
1950
1600
1600

LIGHTINGS
H
2000
3000
1800
2300
2900
1800
2000
2400
2000
3000
1800
2300
2900
2300
2900
1800
2300
3000
1800
2300
2900
1700
2300
2900
2000
2300
2900
1800
2300
2900
2000
3000
1800
2300
2900
2000
2300
2300
1800
2000
1800
2000
2300
2000
3000
1800
2300
2900
2300
2900
1800
2300
3000
2300
2300

Collection
Angle
Aperture
Astoria
Bell
Capsul
Clay
Colours
Conic
Crome
Crome
Daisy
Eliptic
Folk
Folk
Gazelle
Gazelle
Gazelle
Globe
Grace
Grey
Grid
Grid
Horizontal
Leuco
Maya
Mocca
Oblique
Oblique
Piedra
Piedra
Pier
Poise
Pyramid
Roll
Round
Round
Simena
Simena
Simena
Leftid
Stage
Stage
Stage
Sunflower
Tripod
Tripod
Vertical
Wire
Wire
Wire
Wire
Wire

Type
Floor Lamp
Floor Lamp
Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Floor Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Lamp
Floor Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Floor Lamp
Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Lamp
Floor Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Floor Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Floor Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Floor Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Lamp
Floor Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Floor Lamp
Lamp
Floor Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Lamp
Floor Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp
Pendant Lamp

Ø

260
520

H
1850
1500
500
1500
1450
1500
1500

100

400

640
300
400
350
400
600
400
250
350
300

675
1600
1500
2100
1650
550
1620
1600
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

250
250
380
650
400

1500
1500
1750
1500
1500

160
130
200
300
200
1620
200

350
450
200
280
350
250
300
350
450

1700
600
1870
1600
1500
1300
1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

W: Width, H: Height, D: Depth, L: Length, ø: Diameter / Measurements are given in mm.
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BEDROOMS
Collection

ASTORIA

CRYSTAL

DORIAN

ELEGANTE

FOLK

NETHA

Module
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe
3 Door Wardrobe
Corner Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers Mirror (Large)
Chest of Drawers Mirror (Small)
Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
Bedframe/Base Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe (160x200 cm)
Bed with Steel Storage (160x200 cm)
Dressing Table Ottoman
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (260 cm)
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
High Chest of Drawers Mirror
Nightstand
Base with Leather Headboard (160x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (260 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (220 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe
Nightstand
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Dressing Table - Mirror
Dressing Table Ottoman
Bedframe/Base Headboard (160x200 cm)-Leather
Bedframe (160x200 cm)- Leather
Bed with Steel Storage (160x200 cm)-Leather
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (260 cm)
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
Dressing Table
Bedfame with headboard (160x200)
Base with Leather Headboard (160x200)
Ottoman
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (220 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Nightstand
High Chest of Drawers
Bedframe/Base Headboard (160x200 cm) - Standard
Bedframe (160x200 cm)
Bed with Steel Storage (160x200 cm) - Standard
Ottoman
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (260 cm)
6 Door Wardrobe with Folding Doors
5 Door Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Bedframe/Base Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe (160x200 cm)
Bed with Steel Storage (160x200 cm)
Footstool
Ottoman

BEDROOMS
W
2344
2124
1319
942
1002
548
1100
598
420
920
548
1835
1740
1740
476
2602
1100
600
1100
550
600
1820
2530
2194
2264
550
1080
790
1106
440
2270
1740
1740
2626
1130
950
590
1200
2020
2030
400
2202
2264
998
820
553
553
1870
1648
1670
420
2044
2344
2544
2720
2272
1100
906
510
510
1164
1860
2300
1720
1320
476

H
2321
2182
2182
2182
890
1150
850
598
420
920
465
1200
2130
400
420
2232
759
1207
600
550
436
1020
2215
2215
2215
459
906
790
1493
450
1210
400
400
2215
955
620
535
807
1320
420
460
2215
2215
908
820
502
1209
1340
390
390
420
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
813
356
469
1198
830
1210
390
350
428
417

D
670
608
608
942
486
486
436
36
36
22
486
270
390
2130
476
678
500
500
26
26
500
2400
675
675
612
457
457
37
485
440
290
2100
2100
709
523
54
473
483
2225
2220
400
700
608
460
26
460
460
270
2046
2040
420
727
727
727
617
617
469
22
469
469
469
340
2090
2100
423
476

Collection

ORLANDO

PIEDRA

PRAGA

RATTAN

RAUM

Module
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (260 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (220 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe
3 Door Wardrobe
2 Door Wardrobe
Corner Wardrobe with Folding Doors
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
Bedframe/Base Headboard (160x200 cm) - Velvet
Bedframe (160x200 cm)
Bed with Steel Storage (160x200 cm) - Velvet
Ottoman
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (220 cm)
6 Door Wardrobe with Folding Doors
5 Door Wardrobe
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (220 cm) (without Pattern)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm) (without Pattern)
6 Door Wardrobe with Folding Doors (without Pattern)
5 Door Wardrobe (without Pattern)
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror (Metal)
Nightstand
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Bedframe/Base Headboard (160x200 cm) - Standard
Bedframe (160x200 cm) - Standard
Bed with Steel Storage (160x200 cm) - Standard
Ottoman
Footstool
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors and Mirror (240 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table - Mirror (Square)
Nightstand
Bedframe/Base Headboard (160x200 cm) - Standard
Bedframe (160x200 cm) - Standard
Bed with Steel Storage (160x200 cm) - Standard
Ottoman
Footstool
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (220 cm)
6 Door Wardrobe
5 Door Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Dressoire
Bedframe/Base Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe (160x200 cm)
Bed with Steel Storage (160x200 cm)
Ottoman
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
6 Door Wardrobe with Folding Doors
5 Door Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
Dressing Table Ottoman
Bedfame with headboard (160x200 cm)
Base with Leather Headboard (160x200 cm)

BEDROOMS
W
2530
2266
2194
2266
1358
905
1515
954
604
1200
945
604
1730
1648
1670
475
2330
2200
2718
2264
2200
2330
2718
2264
1084
700
710
564
564
1148
1910
1740
1740
450
1120
2344
2344
2266
1138
1148
720
504
2020
1620
1740
400
1540
2402
2202
2748
2264
986
746
580
580
1206
1000
1910
1648
1670
400
2330
2772
2328
1195
1174
830
600
460
1740
1740

H
2200
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
813
1259
891
466
445
1260
390
390
425
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
937
700
715
430
1162
905
1380
390
400
570
400
2215
2215
2215
882
789
720
476
1170
390
400
460
428
2215
2215
2241
2241
890
734
532
1129
897
785
1370
390
390
400
2215
2215
2215
480
788
750
551
440
1220
1220

D
674
608
673,5
608
612
612
1515
458
458
450
22
458
180
2045
2040
475
708
708
612
612
708
708
612
612
460
25
20
460
460
460
80
2130
2090
430
450
731
731
621
470
470
22
470
235
2090
2130
400
440
700
700
620
620
472
30
472
472
470
472
90
2046
2040
400
704
612
612
835
480
30
480
460
2300
2300

Collection

ROSA

SİMENA

SONA

VALENTE

Module
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
Bedframe/Base Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe (160x200 cm)
Bed with Steel Storage (160x200 cm)
Ottoman
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (220 cm)
6 Door Wardrobe
5 Door Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
Chest of Drawers Mirror
Nightstand
High Chest of Drawers
Ottoman
Bedframe/Base Headboard (160x200 cm) - Leather
Bedframe (160x200 cm)
Bed with Steel Storage (160x200 cm) - Leather
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
6 Door Wardrobe
5 Door Wardrobe
4 Door Wardrobe
3 Door Wardrobe
2 Door Wardrobe
Corner Wardrobe with Folding Doors
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
Footstool
Ottoman
Bedframe/Base Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe (160x200 cm)
Bed with Steel Storage (160x200 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (210 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (240 cm)
Wardrobe with Sliding Doors (260 cm)
5 Door Wardrobe
4 Door Wardrobe
Corner Wardrobe
Chest of Drawers
High Chest of Drawers
Dressing Table
Chest of Drawers - Dressing Table Mirror
Nightstand
Bedframe/Base Headboard (160x200 cm)
Bedframe (160x200 cm)
Bed with Steel Storage (160x200 cm)
Ottoman

W
2102
2402
2266
958
534
1224
800
534
1648
1648
1670
400
2202
2718
2264
1000
575
555
555
420
1800
1648
1670
2402
2718
2264
1810
1358
905
1515
997
564
1208
600
564
1100
460
1810
1648
1670
2044
2344
2544
2266
1810
913
1082
602
1206
1021
602
2410
1620
1740
530

H
2215
2215
2215
959
1224
785
800
417
390
390
390
430
2215
2215
2215
899
635
509
1161
435
90
390
390
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
888
1110
934
600
540
440
440
1250
390
390
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
2215
865
1311
873
520
415
1180
390
400
395

D
700
700
608
468
468
468
24
468
2090
2045
2040
400
700
612
612
484
22
460
460
420
1260
2046
2040
700
612
608
612
612
608
1515
480
480
470
22
480
460
460
150
2046
2040
708
708
708
608
608
913
458
458
458
22
458
120
2090
2130
459

W: Width, H: Height, D: Depth, L: Length, ø: Diameter / Measurements are given in mm.
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DINING ROOMS

TV UNITS

ANGEL
ASTORIA
CRYSTAL
DORIAN
ELEGANTE
FOLK
NAVONA

ANGEL
ASTORIA
CRYSTAL
DORIAN
ELEGANTE
FOLK
NAVONA
NETHA
ORLANDO
PIEDRA
PRAGA
RATTAN
RAUM
ROSA
SONA
VALENTE
VIENNA

NETHA
ORLANDO
PIEDRA
PRAGA
RATTAN
RAUM
ROSA
SONA
VALENTE
VIENNA

66
58
142
82
136
198
128
158
180
50
152
148
92
184
174
100
28

CORNER SOFA SETS

LIVING ROOMS
68
60
144
86
138
200
130
160
182
54
154
150
96
186
176
102
36

SOFABEDS

ALESSA
ANGEL
ASTORIA
BRERA
CARINO
CHELSEA
CRYSTAL PLUS
DOLCE
DORIAN
FABIA

140
70
62
76
74
156
146
104
88
206

MERLIN
NAVONA
NETHA
NUVO PLUS
ORFE
PIEDRA
PONTE
ROSA
SİMENA
SMART

106
132
162
216
210
56
212
188
204
78

FIORE
FOLK
GIORNO
GRAVITY PLUS
MAISON
MARLENA
MERIDA

208
202
124
98
118
214
64

SONA
VALDERA
VIENNA

178
122
44

BEDROOMS

COFFEE TABLES
218

ARTE
CITY
GIORNO
MARTHA
MAYFAIR
MERLIN
NETHA
NORTE
SMART

232
230
228
246
238
244
240
236
242

COSMO
FABIA
FIORE
MARLENA
NUVO PLUS
SİMENA
TAYLOR

191
193
193
193
193
192
191

ASTORIA
CRYSTAL
DORIAN
ELEGANTE
FOLK
NETHA
ORLANDO
PIEDRA
PRAGA
RATTAN
RAUM
ROSA
SONA
VALENTE

270
292
260
274
294
286
320
266
288
284
262
324
318
322

LIGHTINGS
108, 276

CARPETS
164

HOME TEXTILE
326

KITCHEN SETS
252

MATTRESSES BASES
298

344
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